


"Complete MV migration 
within 120 days 

- an incredibly short period given the scale of the task " 

That's how Alan Gottlieb, VP of Keane 
Inc., the New York based $400 million 
Open Systems and consultancy vendor, 
expressed his satisfaction at the first results 
of applying Transoft's AIM (Automated INFOS 
Migration) product set to a 2,000 program 
Data General COBOL INFOS system. 

In 1993 Keane acquired PHS Inc. who had developed 
Patcom, a patient management system, in DG MY 
COBOL. It soon became clear that to meet customer 
demands it was vital to have a UNIX version. 

The decision was made to re-engineer to Sybase 
but the problems inherent in such a project gradually 
became apparent, and after 18 months of intensive 
but unsuccessful effort, something new was 
clearly needed ... 

Using AIM the group achieved the whole conversion 
of the 2,000 programs to Micro Focus COBOL in just 
120 days, and Keane's first customer site took a mere 
24 hours to convert with exceptional results: "Batch 
processes now take only one third of the time," 
remarked Alan Gottlieb "and this is just one of the 
performance gains we are confident of seeing with 
the Transoft AIM products." 

Transoft Inc., Transoft Ltd., 
Transoft House, 

Already available for the DG AViiON, 
and soon available for IBM RS/6000, HP9000 

and DEC Alpha environments, the new product -
Patcom Plus - will be rolled out to at least 120 of 

Keane's 400 customer hospitals over the next 3 years. 

Alan Gottlieb sums up, "The Transoft products have 
surpassed every expectation and are a fundamental part 
of the anticipated success of Patcom Plus: but we also 
owe a lot to the expertise of the Transoft team, and their 
willingness and ability to help us plan and to guide us 
in the utilisation of their powerful product set." 

Like to know more ... ? 

If you are looking for an experienced and secure partner 
to help you move from an MY to an Open environment, 
get in touch with the leaders in MY migration. 

Contact Transoft ... now. 

Systems evolution 

Transoft Ltd., 
1899 Powers Ferry Road, Suite 420, 
Atlanta, GA 30339 USA 
Tel: (770) 933 1965 (Int: +1 7709331965) 
Fax: (770) 933 3464 (Int: +1 770 933 3464) 

5J Langley Business Centre, 
Station Road, Langley, SLOUGH. 
SL3 80s England. 

119 Willoughby Road 
CrowsNest 
NSW2065 
Australia 
Tel: (02) 9956 3836 (Int: +61 299563836) 
Fax: (02) 438 3786 (lnt: +61 2438 3786) 

Tel: 01753 778000 (Int:+441753 778000) 
Fax: 01753 773050 (Int:+441753 773050) 

Transo/t is a registered trademark in the UK and AlM. OEO. Open Electronic Office. UBB. UIBL. U/SQL and UIFOS 
are also trademarks of Transo/t. All other produCls. Trade names and logos are trademarks of their respective companies. 



Use our PersonaUty to Go Relational 

Ingres 

.PD/.DD files 
.CF files 

ow, conne t relational data ba e to your COBOL program 
without expensive re-engineering! For more information about using 
Wild Har ' ODBC Per onality Module and COBOL tool to connect 

to our favorite relational data ba e, call 303-530-2221 today! 

~~ 

wil~i~hare 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS Ir-c 

Voice : 303-530-2221 Fax: 303-530-9637 
Compuserve 74277.2247 

e-mail WildHareUS@aol.com 

efwice! is a trademark of Wild Hare Computer Systems, Inc. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 
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Good News Is No News 
by Todd Key 
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C LARlION 
Clariion On The Rise: An interview with Peter Gibbs 
The Clariion Business Unit has been one of the stars of the Data 
General success story. Peter Gibbs, Director of Marketing for 
Clariion, spoke with DGFOCUS about the behind-the-scenes 
achievements of DG's storage technology. 

O PERATING S YSTEMS 
Adding Value & Security: DG's System Software Strategy 
First Data General moved to an entirely new hardware platform. 
Then they added two new operating systems. In an interview with 
DGFOCUS, Rick Strom, DG's Director of System Software Market
ing, says that's just the beginning. 
by Todd Key 

UNIX NOTEBOOK 
Data General and the Network Computer 
Our columnist forecasts the extinction of the modern PC and the 
dawn of the network computer age, but what about DG's Thiin In
ternet Appliances? 
by David Novy 

D ATABASE MANAGEMENT 
DG COBOL, ODBC, RDBMSs, & the Theory of Relativity 
Wild Hare's Phil Goodwin shows that you don't have to be Ein
stein to implement a relational database using middleware tech
nology. 
by Phil Goodwin 
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EDITOR . S NOTE 

GoodNews Todd Key 
DGFocus Editor 

Three months ago Doug Johnson, in this very column, 
dared to dream that Data General might be on a roll of 
quarterly financial gains. It is not often that an editor is 

also a certified clairvoyant, but in this case it certainly seems 
possible, as I read the headlines, "DATA GENERAL CORPORATION 

TODAY REPORTS NET INCOME OF $7.1 MILLION. 25 PERCENT PRODUCT 

REVENUE GROWTH FOR THIRD QUARTER. COMPANY REPORTS FOURTH 

CONSECUTIVE PROFITABLE QUARTER. " 

DG President and Chief Executive Officer Ronald L. 
Skates said, "We are most encouraged that during the third 
quarter, which has his torically been difficult for us, we 
achieved profitability for the fourth consecutive quarter. Par
ticularly satisfying was the growth from our Intel-based server 
line, which in the third quarter represented 37 percent of all 
Aviion revenues." Both Aviion and Clariion showed revenue 
growth. 

It sounds like the folks at DG deserve a company picnic. 
I'm not a highly-paid Wall Street business analyst, but that 
sounds like pretty darn good news to me. 

But is it newst 
DG's financial results, of course, are outstanding. Hope

fully , however, they will cease to be news at all. I mean that 
in the same way that I mean the fac t that Intel sells lots of 
chips is not newsworthy. Compaq selling a lot of computers is 
not news. 

Those examples aren't newsy because they happen all the 
time. In the same way, we'd all like to think that this is the be
ginning of a long trend of profits for DG, and that the only 
time we need mention that DG is still profi table is 10 years 
down the line when DG celebrates 10 consecutive profitable 
years. Now that would be news! 

Likewise, it is news that Data General was mentioned in 
the July 29 issue of ComputerworJd, and even more so because 
it was not just a brief sentence that happened to include the 
words "Data General ," but instead almost a half page article 
about the new Pentium Pro AV 4900 and 5900s. Not only that, 
but the Aviions were described as "powerful high-end servers" 
and a "standout in the crowd." 

Impressive words from a publication that refers to DG 
with only slightly greater frequency than Vogue. All kidding 
aside, it would be nice if that sort of article were the rule 
rather than the exception. Nevertheless, that kind of positive 
feedback combined with continued profitability forecasts that 
these sunny days for DG are going to continue. And that, 
newsworthy or not, is good news for all of us. 6. 
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COMPUTING PER 

DG's New Servers Set Standard 

D
emonstrating its leadership 
in the enterprise server mar
ket , Data General Corpora
tion announced that it has 

begun volume shipments of two new 
servers based on the 
Intel Pentium Pro 
Standard High Vol
ume (SHV) mother
board. Data General 's 
A viion A V 4900 and 
AV 5900 servers give 
customers exception
al reliability and 
availability to sup
port their business
critical computing 
needs. 

"With their per
formance, scalability 
and high availability 
features, our new 
Aviion systems are 
the first true enter
prise-level servers to 
use Intel ' s SHY 
boards," said David 
Ellenberger , vice 
president of Corpo

.. 

rate Marketing, Data General. "The 
Pentium Pro processor-based Aviion 
servers more than match the perfor
mance level of systems based on pro
prietary RISC chips-giving cus
tomers a high-performance, industry
standard solution, along with the cost 
benefits of high volume commodity 
Intel economics." 

Aviion Enterprise Servers 
Data General's AV 4900 office 

and A V 5900 rackmounted enterprise 
servers are based on the Intel mother
boards. The systems can access up to 
5 terabytes of fault-tolerant Clariion 
storage. Three operating systems, the 
company's DGIUX , seo Unixware 
System or Microsoft Windows NT 
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Server, supporting more than 15,000 
commercial application , are available 
with the new Aviion servers. 

At the system level, high availabil
ity for business-critical application i 

provided with fully 
redundant power and 
cooling; automated re
covery from CPU, 
memory , and di k 
channel failures; and 
multi-path I/O. The 
servers also include 
Data General's propri
etary A V I Alert and 
NTI Alert automated 
problem detection 
software which sup
ports diagnostics, ma
chine-initiated call
out to worldwide 
country service cen
ters, and remote assis
tance. 
Recent benchmarking 
tests have demonstrat
ed the robust perfor
mance of the Aviion 
Pentium Pro servers. 

An AV 5900 outfitted 
with four 166 MHz Pen
tium Pro processors re
cently outperformed 
RISC-based systems 
from IBM , Hewlett
Packard, Digital Equip
ment and Siemens Nix
dorf in the SPECint 
rate_base95 benchmark. 
An A V 4900 running 
Sybase SQL Server 11 
produced the best 
Transaction Processing 
Council Benchmark C 
(TPC-C) performance per CPU to date. 
And, the A V 4900 was chosen as an 
"Analyst ' s Choice" by PC Week in 
June, following te ts conducted by PC 

Week Labs comparing six P ntium Pro 
proce or-ba ed systems. 

David House , senior vi e pre i
denl, general manager of Intel 's Enter
pri e Server Group, said , "Data Gener
al's benchmark results clearly show 
that the Pentium Pro processor is com
petilive with any proprietary RISC 
processor in terms of delivering per
formance for enterprise-class work
load . The e new erver demonstrate 
the advantages of lIsing low-cost, 
high-performance SHY baseboards to 
construct highly calable systems that 
can handle the large t enterprise ap
plications. The combination of Data 
General 's experience with large-scale, 
mission-critical system deployments 
and the power of thi platform, pro
vides cllstomer with an excellent so
lution for a broad range of computing 
need ." 

Complete Enterprise Solutions 
The A V 4900 and A V 5900 

server can be combined with DG 's 
fault-tolerant Clariion disk arrays to 
provide continuous data access and 
the highest level of data integrity. 

Clariion y tems deliver 
the indu try 's leading 
high availability RAID 
storage solutions for 
open enterprise environ
ments. 

In addition , the new 
Aviion can also be 
clustered to provide 
both scalable perfor
mance and high avail
ability. Up to eight Avi
ion system can share 
resources , uch a appli
cation and storage , 

while presenting a single- y tem view 
to users and systems admini trators. 

"Thi announcement represent 
another step forward in Data General 's 



Visit our combined 
migration booth 

at NADGUG 
#114 and #213 

ere's nothing magical 
about our migrations. 

Just years of experience with INFOS, 
CEO migrations, and database technology. 

With EAGLE Software and Datatek, you 
can be sure there won't be any smoke or 
mirrors involved in your migration 
process. EAGLE offers INFOS expertise, 
coupled with CABINET_CONVERTER, the 
CEO migration utility. Datatek combines 

extensive database knowledge with 
TBAM, a high-performance replacement 
for INFOS. Guaranteed service and qual
ity products form a solid foundation to 
migrate your applications as you move to 
open systems. 

Visit us at NADGUG to find out more about other 
products from EAGLE and Datatek 

Making use of our extensive INFOS experience, EAGLE Software also offers a number of 
fJerformance management tools for MV systems. etwork backup solutions for U IX, NT 
'1nd ovell are available from EAGLE, as are disk optimization utilities for UNIX and MV 
vstems. 

At Datatek, we apply our database knowledge to create a flexible working environment. 
T8AM-Net combines with TBAM, our INFOS replacement, to allow your application to 
dOSS multiple systems or platforms - MV, AViiON, and Pc. We also provide an office 
" utomation solution, Intuitive Office, once you move to the AViiON. 

Talk to EAGLE and Datatek for your complete migration solution 
Booth #114 and #213 

Remember to return this card by fax (913-823-6185) or bring it to the booth 
at NADGUG. Or you can send your questions by email to 

roundtable@eaglesoft.com or via the Internet at http://www.eaglesoftcom. 

All trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 
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EAGLE Software, Inc. 

800-477-5432 
913-823-7257 
913-823-6185 (fax) 
i nfo@eaglesoft.com 
http://www.eaglesoft.com 

VA TA TEK 
Datatek, Inc. 

800-536-4TEK 
910-364-5240 
910-364-4992 (fax) 
datatek@dg-rtp.dg.com 



Look no further 
Interactive Cobol has it all ... 

o Highest performance 

o Lowest cost 

o Easiest maintenance 

o Greatest flexibility 

o Fastest development 

Coolest features 

Everything you need 

o Interactive Runtime Systems for 
MS-DOS (with support for 
Windows and DOS networks), 
AOSNS and virtually any flavor of 
Unix (SCO, AIX, HP/UX . .. ) 

o Interactive Development System 

o Fast Interactive Cobol Compilers 
produce both CX and PD/DD files. 
Support for both ANSI 74 and 85 
features plus a host of money 
saving enhancements 

o Cross Reference Util ity 

Code Dumper Util ity 

o Multi-Windowed Debugger 
streaml ines development 

o Link Kit and User Library provides 
direct interface w ith C programs 

Gerry Manning & Associates 
3311 Candelaria Road, Suite E 

Albuquerque, NM 87107 
Phone: (505) 888-5011 

Fax: (505)883-7708 

Our U.KJEurope Distributor 
Broadnet Ltd., Falcon House 

North Feltham Trading Estate 
Feltham, Middlesex, TW14 QUa 

Phone: 0181 8931515 
Fax: 0181 8932183 

Contact: Roland Eckert 
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road map to the introduction of pow
erful high-end Aviion systems based 
on NUMA (Non-Uniform Memory Ac
ce ) architecture ," continued Data 
General ' Ellenberger. "These sy tern , 
to be introduced late this year, will ex
tend SMP capabilities using the com
pany's Numaliine technology, includ
ing high speed, industry-standard 
Scalable Coherent Interface (SCI) in
terconnect, and sophisticated operat
ing system techniques to create a 

hared memory y tern. As a re ult , 
the thousands of SMP applications 
available today can run on NUMA sys
tems without modification. " 

Pricing and Availability 
Available immediately, pricing 

for the 166 MHz Pentium Pro-based 
A V 4900 and A V 5900 servers starts at 
$34,995. Pricing for the 200 MHz AV 
4900 and A V 5900 servers starts at 
$39,995. 6 

Aviion Enterprise Server and Sybase 
SQL Server II Set TPC-C Benchmark Record 

The best Transaction 
Processing Council Bench
mark C (TPC-C) perfor
mance per CPU was gar
nered by Data General 
Corporation. 

A Data General Avi
ion AV 4900 server run
ning Sybase SQl Server 
11 database software and 
the company's DG/UX op
erating system was mea
sured at 3809.7 order 
entry transactions per 
minute (tpmC), with a five
year cost of ownership of 
$129.19 per tpmc. The 
TPC -C results were run in 
a client/server configura
tion . The AV 4900 server 
was configured with 236 
GB of Clariion disk stor-

ing block for enterprise 7/24/365 support." 
systems. In addition, the The industry-leading 
tests fully demonstrate the performance and cost of 
outstanding performance ownership numbers were 
that can be obtained by achieved while using a 
co mbining our DG /UX Data General Clariion disk 
software with Sybase subsystem in conjunction 
Server 11." with the Aviion AV 4900. 

The capabilities of "Clariion offers users in-
Data General's DG/UX dustry-Ieading RAID stor-
Unix based operating sys- age capability that delivers 
tem were also demon- outstanding performance 
strated in the benchmark and availability/' said Mr. 
tests as only one front-end Ellenberger. 
processor, running the Developed by the 
same version of DG/UX Transaction Processing 
as the back-end database Council, the TPC-C bench-
server, was required to mark is the recognized 
support all of the users in standard for complex 
the TPC-C client/server transaction processing 
configuration. performance. 

Mr. Ellenberger The benchmark simu-
age. added, "Our TPC-C re- lates the activity of a 

"We look forward to suits demonstrate the high wholesale supplier provid-
raising the performance performance and scala- ing a complex processing 
bar as faster Intel proces- bility of the Aviion server environment. The results 
sors become available," when combined with represent the measured 
said Dave Ellenberger, Sybase SQl Server 11 . new order transaction rate 
vice president of Corpo- These results were while simultaneously run-
rate Marketing for Data achieved on a system that ning a mix of other work-
General. "By beating all also offers complete enter- loads including entering 
other chip architectures in prise features, like PC! ex- customer orders, shipping 
performance per CPU, the pansion, up to 4 GB of product, and checking 
result reinforces the superi- memory, and A V Alert stocking levels. 
or design of the .--...!...--------!....:.....----------=::, The AV 4900 

Competitive comparison:* 
Pentium Pro, as server, Data 
well as Intel's VendorlSystem tpmC $/tpmC General's first 
SHY (Standard OataGeneral AV 4900 cIs 3,809.70 $129 Pentium Pro 
High Volume) HP 0360 cIs 3,803.20 $170 Intel-based Avi-
server board, Sun Ult ra Enterprise 2 cIs 3,107. 17 $141 ion, began ship-
the new build- * Transaaion Processing Performance Council- 6128196 ping in July. 6 
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AV9500+/2 w/ 128MB 
4mmDA T,CDROM,6796, MV30000 JOB PROC. 
)28!.!SERS LICENSE 80105 32MB MV55156 
A V9500/2 SYSTEM MV40000-HA I 
W1l56. !.!SER LICE~SE MV40000 MCU PCB 
A V85/95 DUAL CPU DG/500 SYSTEMS 
7434 I/O CTRL MV9XXX 32MB PCB 
7038 MEM CTRL MV9XXX 8MB PCB 
A V85/95+ DUAL CPU MV20000 CPU PCB 
7037 32MB MEM MV20000 10C' S 
7002 32MB A V5 MV4000032MB 
A V7400 CPU PCB MV IEEE-488 PCB 
7021 SCSI-2 CTRL MV; 000,21 MB,322MB 
A V 4000 CPU & CPU2 MV2000 II,160MB,21 
AV4100 CPU & CPU2 MVI400CPU 
A V4300 CPU & CPU2 MV7800XP CPU 
A V 4600 CPU & CPU2 MV7800XP 10MB 
AV4605 CPU#2 MV7800XP 4MB 
7405 LAN MV4110 8MB ADD 
7421 SCSI-2 CTRL MV4/ 10 4MB ADD 
7404 VSC/4 10433422/232 CONY 
7406 VAC-16 MVI000 POWER SUP. 
7407 SCSI CTRL S/20 PCB' S 
7408 SMD CONTROL SII40 256 & 512KB 
7000 4MB SIMMS NOV A 4 CHASSIS 
7016 16MB SIMMS 19775 15KVA UPS 
A V5225 CPU W /64MB 11221 CABINET NEW 
7019 32MB SET 11312 CABINET 
A V300 CPU MONO 19775 15KVA UPS 
648719" COLOR 197703 .6 KVA UPS 
721619" SONY 197728 KVA UPS 
CLEANER 

NEW PENTIUMS 
A V2000,32MB 1GB 
W /SCSI T-SERVER 
4mm OAT, LAN 

SYSTEMS 
A V4300 SYSTEM 
A V4320 SYSTEM 
A V4600 SYSTEM 
A V4620 SYSTEM 

AV4700-2 WIl28MB 
8GB DISK IN CSS3 
SCSI T-SERVER,LAN 
14 GB 8mm TAPE, CRT 
& 3 KVA UPS 

A V4605 SYSTEM 
A V530 SYSTEM 
A V4500 SYSTEM 
A V 4625 SYSTEM 

40093 REM. BRI 20SLOTRM 
4606 LTC/64 79001-H 1GB CLARiiON 
7425-L TERM CTRL 6841 2 G B 5400rpm 
7428-L VSC/3i 61006 2GB 7200rpm 
4817 CS2000 T'SVR 7916-ZA 1.2GB CLAR. 
7419 CLUSTER BOX 6802 1GB SE 5400rpm 
4832T MICROANNEX CLARiiON SP's 
RETIX BRIDGE ROUT CSS/3 CHASSIS DC 
4561 SYNC MV2000 6716/8 1.4GB SEIDIFF 
3COM TPII2 HUB 6554662MB 
5916 lAM 16 6581 500MB RAM 
MCA RADIAL 6239592MB 
lAC 8,16 ALL KINDS 6363 160MB MV2 
PARADYNE 742 SYS 6796 520MB SCSI 
BAR CODE CRT' S 6491 322MB SCSI 
D/470C COLOR 6492 727MB SABRE 
0 /220 COLOR 6031 SINGLE FLOPPY 
0 /413 GREEN/AMBER HRMC/HRMC-2 CTRLs 
0 /462 & 0 /462+ MAXTOR 700MB SCSI 
0 /412 & 0 /412+ 5070 CARTRIDGES 
0 /411 & 0 /461 CLAR RM TO DC KIT 
0 /230 LOGIC PCB CLARiiON SP' s 
0 /216 MODEL 2 61004 7114GB 8mm 
D/ 1400i GREEN 6760 10GB 8mm TAPE 
4557 LASER 6885 418GB 4mm TAPE 
4558 LASER 6762 214GB 4mm TAPE 
632 I LQ PRINTER 6677 525MB COT 
6515 132 COL 6586 SELF LOAD 
PRINTRONIX P300 6435 SPARC CTRL 
GENICOM 3180 6299 SIS 
6594 UNUSED TAPE 

6444-A 21MB IN TOAST 

A V9500+ DUAL SYSTEM 
A V9500 DUAL SYSTEM 
A V9500 12 W/CLARiiON 

ASSET REMARKETING CORPORATION 
DATA GENERAL INVENTORY (PARTIAL) 

(813) 891-6330 (800) 272-9993 FAX (813) 891-6918 
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and a Clariion torage array u ing the Ora
cle7 databa e platform and People oft Re
ceivables 5 application software. 

"Pe pie oft i to be commended n a 
benchmarking program that pr vide u er 
with valid information that will help them 
determine how a y tern will actually per
form in a growing, enterpri e-cla environ
ment," aid David Ellenberger. 

Peoplesoft, Oracle and Aviion prove 
potent benchmark combination 

Data General achieved the highe t 
benchmark re ult to date for People oft Re
ceivable 5. The oftware ran in the DG/UX 

perating environment on an Intel-ba ed 
Avii n erver with the Oracle? databa e. 

tion in a real working environment," aid 
Rick Bergqui t , vice pre ident of Tech nolo
gy at People oft. 'The Data General olu
tion provide excellent balance acro the 
entire y tern which produce out tanding 
performance. " 

"The re ult indicate that our Aviion 
y tern and People oft' financial applica

tion oftware are a winning combination 
for meeting the demanding requirement of 
the real world," aid Mr. Ellenberger. 

Reinforcing that me age, Data Gener
al i the only company that offer packaged
priced hardware and ervice configurati n 
with benchmark performance guarantee to 
u er of People oft oftware. 

U ing the Aviion erver, People oft 
Receivable completed a three proce job-

"The combination of Data General 
Avii n erver and Clariion torage array, 
People oft accounting oftware, and the Or
acle7 databa e delivered an out tanding per
formance on our benchmark, which i de-
igned t mea ure h way tern would func-

tream of 6,950 item in under 19 minute i 

34,750 item in under 74 minute i and 
104,250 item in four h ur and thirteen 
minute . Each te t erie wa run n a dual 
proce or Aviion AV 3000 configured with 
a ingle 133MHz Intel Pentium proce or 

Data General guarantee that it Avi
ion erver running People oft' Receivable 
5 will perf rm to the benchmark ju t c m
pleted by the two companie . 

The benchmark tudy wa conduct d 

,I ,I ,I ,I ,I ,I ,I 

Oaewoo Telecom Limited and 
Data General have formed a strategic 
alliance, under which Daewoo Tele

com will market Data General Aviion seNers, 
including the company's forthcoming Numali
Ine technology-based systems and Clarilon 
storage systems to its worldwide customer 
base. 

Daewoo to 
MarketDG 
Servers &: 

chltecture, which will be available late thiS year. 
The Aviion systems run Data General's Unix 

operating system Implementation, DG/UX, and 
support SCO Unixware 2. I . 

Daewoo Telecom will also use Data Gener
al's AVllon seNer and Clarllon storage products 
within its own and other Daewoo Group opera
tions. In addition, the two companies said they 
plan to work together on future operating system 
and NUrvtA technology efforts designed for the 
Korean marketplace. 

Daewoo Telecom is part of the Daewoo 
Group, one of Korea's largest companies with 
annual sales of more than $55 billion. Dae
woo Telecom is the sole manufacturer of com
puter systems, peripherals, system Integration, 
and telecommunications systems for the Dae
woo Group. 

Storage 
Systems Daewoo Telecom is the third major comput

er manufacturer to announce that It will use Data 
General's Numalilne technology In systems it re
sells. leL of the United Kingdom and Dansk 

'WIth Its tradition of technology excellence, Data General 
IS the perfect strategic partner for Daewoo," said Dr. 
Seung-ku Vi, general manager for Daewoo Telecom's Sys
tem Business Unit. 'We are working with Data General be
cause we believe NUrvtA technology will be the marketplace 
chOice for high-end computing, and Data General IS the 
leader in bringing this new technology to market." 

Data General's Aviion line of symmetric multiprocessing 
(SMP) seNers ranges from departmental to enterprise systems. 
The agreement Involves Data General's current AVllon prod
uct line, which Includes both Intel Pentium-based systems 
and seNers using Pentium Pro-based SHV (Standard High 
Volume) motherboards; and powerful next generation Aviion 
systems based on NUrvtA (Non-Uniform Memory Access) ar-
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Data Elektronik of Denmark announced similar plans. 
Data General's Numailine Implementation, uSing ad

vanced NUrvtA technology, Includes the ANSI/IEEE standard 
Scalable Coherent Interface (SCI) interconnect technology and 
sophisticated operating system features USing NUrvtA architec
ture, the company IS building large-scale systems linking multi
ple Intel SHY seNers that will perform at levels far beyond 
today's most powerful SMP systems. The SHY boards include 
up to four Pentium Pro processors With 51 2 KB cache per 
processor, up to 4GB memory, and dual PCI I/O channels. 

"We are very pleased to be working With Daewoo Tele
com, one of the world's most sophisticated technology compa
nies," said Joel Schwartz, Data General vice president of 

Continued on page 12 



co mea ure performance on three core finan
cial receivables processes: Update Receiv
able , Apply Payments, and Po t Payment . 
Three te t erie were run with a mix of in
v ices, debit memo, and credit memo at 
e calating volume co mea ure calability. 
The benchmark re ult under core that cu -
tomer can get indu try-leading performance 
from erver ba ed on indu try- tandard 
proce or when tho e y tem have been 
engineered co optimize performance in aC[ll
al working application , not artificial CPU
c ntric benchmark . 

Peoplesoft Performance Engineering 
Program 

The benchmark wa conducted a part 
f People oft' Performance Engineering 

Program that include Data General and 
other hardware vendor . The Performance 
Engineering Program incorporate oftware 
development life cycle te ting and [lining, a 
performance laboracory and howca e cen
ter, benchmark kit with tandardized 

, 
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benchmark and per~ nnance m del, and a 
performance information repo icory which 
hold all performance information f, r avail
ability co cu comer and bu ine . The re-
ult f the benchmark tudie are being 

u ed CO further improve perfo rmance in fu
ture relea e of People oft product . 

People oft Inc. wa e tabli hed in 19 7 
CO provide oftware oluti n that meet the 
changi ng bu ine demand of enterpri e 
worldwide. A cliem/ erver application pio
neer and market hare leader, People oft 
develop , market ,and upport a complete 
uite of enterpri e olution for accounting, 

material management, di rributi n, manu
facturing, and human re ource . The com
pany ha been rec gnized for b th it 
award-winning cu comer e rvice and re
markable growth. Pe pie oft wa Ii ted by 
fortune Magazine a one of the fa te t grow
ing companie in America in 1995. People
oft product and ervice information i lo

cated on the World Wide Web at 
<http://www.peopleft.com>. !:J. 

EMU/470 proudly delivers complete 
0463, 0430C, and 0413 Emulation. 

EUb\AU/410 
DG Color Graphics Terminal 
Emulation for IBM Micros 

C!b!lLl!~ 
Call 1-800-234-4546 for 

Rhintek's EMU/470, Version 5.0. 
Rhintek offers products spanning the entire 
Dasher Terminal Line, priced from $95 to $249. 

We offer volume discounts and unlimited 
free technical support. 

Call us and we'll FAX the Facts! 
Your complete satisfaction guaranteed. 

Visit us on CompuServe (GO RHINTEK). 
Tech Support 410-730-2575. VISA and MC. 

Featuring double high! 
double wide characters, 

selectable 25th line, 
downloadable function 

keys, Tektronix emulation, 
and UNIX mode. 

Additional Features: VT Emulation 
for DEC, UNIX, and AViiON; pcrrcp 
Kernel Interface; Scroll back buffer; 

Network Support; 190+ Macro 
Keys; Compressed Mode; Built-In 
Diagnostics; Command Language; 

Script Files; International 
Keyboards; Code Pages 850, 437; 

File Transfers; Complete Printer 
Support; Auto Dial, Logon & 

Logoff; Very, Very fast! 

Rhintek is pleased to introdullc n1ll1lUuU1I1 • •• 

Industrial Strength Native OS/2 PM Communications. 
Please call 1-800-234-4546 for details! 

N'~ 
WEST 

t. Data General 
'() Sun Microsystems 
The Largest Inventory at the 

Most Competitive Price 

When is a LAN 
not Hardware? 

• MV i u ed a a DOS drive. 
• Provide true Virtual Storage

not partitioned. U e VS file 
directl . 

• Tran parent to application 
program and DOS command '. 

• Random acce to fi Ie . 
• Support printer and peripheral 

sharing. 
• Switch between terminal 

AOS/YS and DOS mod . 
• Terminal Emulation included. 

When it's 

D:drive 
DEMO ONL Y $49 

==== DIGITAL ===1 DYNAMICS INC. 

3055 Plymouth Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48105 
(313) 995-2400 FAX (313) 995-3232 
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Continued from page 10 

Worldwide Sales and Marketing 'This IS 
a sIgnIficant agreement as It will greatly 
expand our market presence In Korea 
and the Pacific· 

Phil Gerskovich, vIce president 
of Data General's Numaliine BusIness 
UnIt. added, 'We WIll be at the forefront 
In delIvering these powerful large-s~ale 
systems NUMA will become a leadIng 
commercial technology since, unlike 
MassIvely Parallel Processing systems, ex
IstIng SMP software applications do not 
have to be modified· 

As part of today's agreement. Dae
Woo Telecom also will resell Data Gener-

aI's full line of Clar' on S[Qrage systems 
and associated penpher als wIth the AVI
Ion servers. 

Clanion systems range from the 
entry-level Model I 50 desIgned for PC 
LAN environments to the rackmount. 20-
drive Series 2000 systems desIgned for 
enterprise-level environments, supporting 
multiple terabytes of storage in a single 
unIt 

Clanlon storage arrays can be config
ured to deliver the desired level of RAID 
technology support necessary to meet all 
application performance and data avaIl
abIlity requIrements , , , 

DC Announces Strategic Healthcare Software 
Partnerships with MarkCare, Health Systems 

Design and PaperChase 

Data General Corporation an
nounced that MarkCare Medical So
lutions, a subsidiary of Mark Solu
tions , Inc. , of Bloomfield, .J. and 
Health Systems Design, of Oakland , 
Calif. will offer their healthcare solu
tions on Data General's Intel-based 
Aviions. 

In addition, Data General has 
signed an agreement to distribute Pa
perchase , an online biomedical litera
ture retrieval service offered by 
Boston's Beth Israel Hospital. This 
strategic partnership allows health
care clinicians to search for and 
download vital information pertaining 
to medical research. With Paperchase, 
users can search four databases simul
taneously-MEDLINE, HealthST AR, 
AIDSLINE and CANCERLIT-without 
having to know medical subject head
ings or a command search language. 
Paperchase also offers CINAHL, an 
important nursing database. 

"Data General has been a leading 
provider of technology solutions and 
services to the healthcare industry for 
more than twenty years," said 
Michael Worhach, vice president of 
Data General's Healthcare Division. 
"We are continuing to expand our of
ferings and enhance our products to 
meet the evolving needs of today 's in-
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tegrated healthcare delivery system. " 
In its first reseller agreement 

with a hardware provider, Health 
Systems De ign (HSD) will offer its 
leading managed care solution on 
Data General's family of Intel-based 
Aviions. HSD's Diamond client/serv
er based software product is a lead
ing information solution for managed 
are organizations including HMO , 

PPO, TPA, IPA, PHO and Medicaid. 
H D's solution provides numer

ous network management applica
tions including member and group 
administration, benefit plan manage
ment, utilization management, 
provider contracting, claims adjudi
cation , premier billing and accounts 
payable. 

The agreement with MarkCare 
Medical provides an efficient solu
tion for hospital radiology depart
ments. MarkCare's Intras an II med
ical image management system also 
will now run on Data General 's Intel
based Aviion ervers. As hospitals 
are faced with the task of managing 
data and images despite shrinking 
budgets and reduced space, Data 
General and MarkCare have collabo
rated to provide a total solution for 
the proces jng, reporting, reading , 
archiving and storing of medical im-

The Daewoo Group, based In Seoul. 
Korea, IS one of the world's largest enter 
prrses, compnsed of 24 domestIc compa
nIes, 253 overseas subsldianes and over 
125,000 employees Daewoo IS engaged 
In trading worldWIde through 94 over
seas branches, in domestic and overseas 
construction; In shIpbuildIng; and in the 
manufactUring of motor vehIcles, heavy 
equipment, telecommunications equIp' 
ment, machIne tools, industnal robots, 
home appliances and consumer electron
ICS, textiles and other products. In 1995 
Daewoo was ranked 52nd in "the For
tune Global 500" by Fortune magazIne l!. 

ages in the healthcare provider envi
ronment. Intrascan II is accessible to 
the entire network and can be inte
grated with the existing radiology in
formation system (RIS) to provide si
multaneous access to diagnosis and 
pictures. 

Intrascan II also allows for the 
storage and recall of images and text 
from several different imaging modali
ties. including X-ray , CT , nuclear 
medicine, ultrasound, RTPS , DSI , 
DSA and MRI. 

Paperchase is a service of 
Boston's Beth Israel Hospital , a major 
teaching hospital of the Harvard Med
ical School. Paperchase is accessible 
via the Internet or local access twenty
four hours a day, seven days a week. 
It is also compatible with terminals 
and workstations located throughout 
hospitals that have the Meditech Hos
pital Information System. 

HSD is a leading provider of man
aged care information systems soft
ware to payers and providers of man
aged care services. Customers on the 
payer side include health manage
ment organizations (HMOs) , preferred 
provider organizations (PPOs) and in
demnity insurers. Customers on the 
provider side include independent 
practice associations and physiCian 
hospital organizations, 

MarkCare Medical Systems , Inc. 
is a subsidiary of Mark Solutions, Inc. 
Mark Solutions , Inc. is a technology 
and marketing driven company pro
viding solutions to the growing cor
rections and healthcare industries. l!. 
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DATA GENERAL POSTS OUTSTANDING THIRD QUARTER 

WE TBORO, Mass., July 26, 1996-Data General Corporation today reported net income 
of $7.1 million. or $.17 per share. on revenues of $323.2 million for its third quarter of 
fiscal 1996, which ended JlUle 29. The third quarter revenues were 15 percent higher 
than last year's comparable quarter revenues of S280.5 million. The 1995 re ults includ
ed a re tructuring charge of $43.0 million. Product revenue for the quarter increased 25 
percent over the third quarter of last year. as both of the company's major businesses. 
the Aviion server and Clariion storage lines, po ted significant increases. 

DATA GENERAL CORPORATION 

Condensed Consolidated Statements of Operations 
(In millions except per-share amounts) 

Qtr . Ended 
Revenues 6/29/96 7/1/95 

Product ......................................... $224.1 
Service ............................................. 99.1 
Total revenues ............................... 323.2 

Costs & expenses 
Cost of product revenues ............... 147.2 
Cost of service revenues ................... 64.0 
Research & development.. ................ 25.8 
Selling, general. 

& administrative ........................... 76.6 
Re tructure charge ............................... -

Total costs & expense 313.6 
Lo from operations ....................... 9.6 
Interest income ................................ 1.8 
Interest expense ............................... 3.3 
Other income, net ............................ -
Loss before income taxes ................ 8.1 
Income tax provision ...................... 1.0 

Net Income (loss) 57.1 
Primary income (los) 

per hare ................................ $0.17 
Weighted average hare 

outstanding ............................. .41.5 

DATA GENERAL CORPORATION 

Condensed Consolidated Balance Sheets 
(In millions) 

Assets 
Current assets: 

Cash & temp. cash investments 
Marketable securities 
Receivabl s, net 
Inventories1 
Other current assets 
Total current assets 
Property, plan, & equipment. net 
Olher as ets 

Liabilities & stockholders· equity 
Current liabilities: 

Note payable 
Accounts payable 
Other current liabilities 
Total current liabilitie 
Long-term debt1 
Other liabilities 
Total stockholders' equity 

$179.7 
100.8 
280.5 

126.5 
64.2 
22.8 

84.3 
43.0 

340.8 
(60.3) 

2.8 
3.4 

(60.9) 
0.5 

5(61.4) 

$(1.65) 

37.2 

6119196 

$137.1 
34.9 

259.1 
127.7 

27.4 
586.2 
176.8 
68.4 

$831.4 

$1.9 
99.5 

234.3 
335.7 
151.9 

22.2 
321.6 

$831.4 

DC FOCUS 

9 Mos. Ended 
6/29/96 7/1/96 

$688.4 $544.9 
297.6 301.6 
986.0 846.5 

463.9 368.2 
193.2 193.2 

71.4 64.1 

232.0 257.3 
43.0 

960.5 925.8 
25.5 (79.3) 
5.8 7.6 

10.1 10.5 
42.0 

21.2 (42.0) 
3.0 8.0 

518.2 $(48.2) 

$0.44 $(1.29) 

41.0 37.4 

91J0195 

$117.2 
71.6 

251.1 
124.2 

27.4 
591.5 
174.9 
65.6 

$832.0 

$2.0 
116.3 
251.9 
370.2 
153.5 

28.8 
279.5 

S832.0 
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• HARDWARE MAINTE ANCE 

• DEPOT REPAIR 

• PERFORMANCE ANALY I 

• SOFI'WARE SUPPORT 

• IMAGING SYSTEMS 

• HARDWARE ALES 

DGTERMINAL 
SWAP()UT/REPAIR 

SERVICING ALL DATA 
GENERAL TERMINALS 

LESS TURNAROUND 
TIME ... WE'LL SHIP YOUR 

ADVANCE TERMINAL TODA Yl 

Call for all of your elf
maintenance requirement 

Boston 
Tel: (617) 829-9484 
Fax: (617)829-9602 



Truth,in,advertising? We're sure of it-and so is this magazine. 

A recent review here called Relay software "amazing." 

With everything Alexander Graham Bell left out-with 
interactive voice response and fax,on,demand, integrated 

voice/fax messaging, never, busy and broadcast fax, all 
types of calling cards and international call,back
Relay lets your company communicate faster with 
prospects and clients. 

And saves you huge sums on faxes and long distance. 

It's simply a better, faster way to get more control over 
your communications-and more productivity and 
value from your organization. 

To demo this Dennis Gebhard software that has earned 
so much praise, and that can earn your company so 
much profit, call us toll,free at 1,888,500,5560. For 
more information, contact Relay's helpful 

service staff at 612,544,1920, fax 612,544,1977, 

+RELAY~ 
Communications software 
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DGFOCUS: Was it hard to handle 
that type of growth? Were you able to 
meet the demand with your prod
ucts? 

Gibbs: Actually, we were fortunate in 
that we had the DG manufacturing 
infrastructure behind us and as far as 
the ability to produce and deliver the 
product we managed to do quite 

through resellers and distributors that 
plug into those environments. 

DGFOCUS: So you're getting to those 
markets through resellers? 

Gibbs: Yes , and we actually have 
what I would call four classes of dis
tribution: 

Our OEM channel , which is our 
well. The only chal
lenges that we had along 
the way were getting 
drive supplies at the lev
els of unpredictability 
that were required by 
the growth. Our strategy 
has always been to do 
multiple sourcing of 
disk drives , for obvious 
reasons: supply , price, 
quality, etc. Over the 
course of the last year or 

We were fortunate 

that we were one of 

the firs~ if not the 

predominant distribu
tion. Seventy-five per
cent of our business ex
ternal to Data General is 
OEM-based and the rest 
of it is made up by a va
riety of other channels 
that we partner with to 
basically chase the IBM 
and Sun market for stor
age. 

firs~ into the Unix 

marketplace. 
The second tier is 

so we've had some technology shifts 
in terms of both drive availability as 
well as some industry-wide disk 
problems that have affected us as 
well as some others-the IBM "fly 
stiction" problem got in the way of 
progress for awhile there. Generally, 
we 've been very fortunate in that 
we've been able to ship everything 
that's been ordered. And of course it 
stretches the infrastructure of the 
business a little bit in the context of 
being able to develop staff and grow 
the internal resources enough to sup
port that kind of growth. 

DGFOCUS: You said that OEM deals 
have been a key factor in accelerat
ing the growth. Do you feel that 
you 've saturated that market or that 
strategy? 

Gibbs: You could say that we 've 
picked the "low hanging fruit" in the 
sense that we have some very signifi
cant OEMs; but there's a limit to that 
marketplace . The players that we 
haven't gotten are DEC, IBM and 
SUN. Of course, they have their own 
internal storage businesses of various 
flavors and descriptions. We actually 
compete with them in the open mar
ket by selling Clariion products 

what we call private 
label resellers-people who buy stor
age products and resell them to end 
users without servers-but are basi
cally specialists in the storage busi
ness. Those people sell "feature/
function/value" sets that are in some 
cases better than what the server ven
dor offers. Some examples of those 
private label resellers would be Stor
age Technology; Amdahl; Andataco, 
which is a West coast company; a 
company called Direct Connect; an
other called ITC here in Franklin, 
Massachusetts and then, of course, in
ternationally we have a network of 
distributors and resellers. 

The Distributor/V AR channels 
are the third tier. Internationally you 
generally find distributors who sell to 
end users which is somewhat of an 
anomaly to the way you would de
scribe a distributor here in the US. 
Companies like CSA in Singapore and 
Cope and others in the European mar
ketplace basically buy the storage 
product and sell it directly to the end 
user. They may sell a variety of other 
kinds of information systems prod
ucts, but are generally what I would 
call mini-systems int~grators. 

Systems Integrators make up the 
fourth tier. We generally find from 
time to time very large systems inte-



grators-EDS-type players-that are 
sourcing product to run out-sourcing 
business. For example, EDS does a 
lot of outsourcing information sys
tems support for companies as a ser
vice provider, and they also sell very 
large systems integrator type pro
grams to Fortune 100 class cus
tomers. 

DGFOCUS: Which one of these tiers 
has the most growth potential? You 
said you've tapped the low-hanging 
fruit. Where do you go from here? 

Gibbs: I would suggest that we have 
the larger OEMs that are available to 
us. Sun and DEC and IBM are unlike
ly to be available to us because of 
competing products. We're actually 
starting to see some new and inter
esting OEM opportunities in the mar
ket that are related to vertical indus
tries. We've just done a couple of 
deals with PC server manufacturers 
for the NT marketplace. For example, 
we did a deal with Everex and we're 
also in the process of doing some 
business with an OEM which is very 
active in the video-on-demand 
broadcast market. Basically that 's a 
slightly different kind of application 
set than Clariion has typically been 
involved with. We've generally been 
involved with the RAID 5 transaction 
processing client server database 
type applications. But , we ' re now 
starting to see some significant op
portunity in the bandwidth-type ap
plications like video and graphical
type applications-very high perfor
mance serial processing as opposed 
to random transaction processing ap
plications. 

So, we're continuing to try to do 
what we do well , which is to develop 
our OEM business both existing and 
new, and as a second-tier strategy, 
try to develop some of these new 
emerging vertical market opportuni
ties that are presenting themselves. 
And, like most people on the planet, 
we're very much intere'sted in what 
is going on in the NT space, this 
evangelism of Intel and Microsoft 
against all of the Unix players. 
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DGFOCUS: Who do you think is going 
to win? 

Gibbs: I'm not sure I can add a lot of 
wisdom to what the industry is al
ready discussing. The issue is the 
combination of cheap high perfor
mance microprocessor technology 
from Intel, i.e. PC servers, and the op
erating system-sort of a de facto stan-

CLARIIO 

dard in terms of the way it 's evolv
ing-which is NT. You could call it 
the Unix standard even though it's not 
pure Unix. It certainly is one that 
seems to be challenging all of the pro
prietary implementations of Unix that 
exist in the marketplace. My guess is 
that the Unix server environment will 
continually be pushed upstream in the 

Continued on page 20 
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Legacy Migration 
That Worksl 

- Fortran 
- Basic 
-I-Cobol 
-PVI 

The Tools And 
Methodology To Take 
Your Applications Into 
The 21 st Century 

I ntell igent I nformation Systems Irx:. 

4915 Prospectus Drive, Suite C2, Durham, MC 27713 
(919) 572-0901 Fax (919) 572-0783 



PATROL puts you in control. 
Total control. Of application, data

bases, network and your entire 

computing environment. PATROL, 

from BM Software i the indu -

try' fir t general purpo e automated 

management tool for open y tern 

environments. 

Only PATROL give you control 

for today and tomorrow. Off-the-

he If management of all leading 

UNIX y terns, platform and data

ba es - Oracie, Syba e, Informix, and 

Ingres. And unlike other systems, its 

cu tomizable open architecture lets 

you manage any application , even 

~., Data General 

in-hou e program . 

Intelligent agent automatically 

manage event and, if they can t cor

rect a situation, alert you BEFORE 

a problem get out of hand. When 

you need to take action, PATROL' 

intuitive object-based architecture 

let you drill do for detail and 

choo e the be t cour e. Either way, 

you're alway in control. 

We' ll be glad to put you in control 

today. For more information contact 

your Data General Sale repre enta

ti ve, or call 404-705-2646. 
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..-va mMtI 0I",..,.awe cornperIIII 0'894 BMC Sc::*wIre. ene AI ngta t-* 



t. Data General 
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The Data General Plus Organization 
provides up-to-the-minute information 
on the newest technology-from the 
latest PCs and servers-to the most 
current software applications. Our 
representatives will work with you to 
assess your needs and offer the best 
solutions possible. Whether you're an 
end user or reseller, you'll find that 
Data General Plus has the answers to 
your computing questions. Call today 
at 1-800-4DG-OPEN and send for our 
free catalogs. 

o Please send me the following free 
(atalogs from Data General: 
o AViiON Catalog 

o ECLIPSE Catalog 

o Educational Services 
Training Catalog 

o Supplies and Accessories Catalog 

o Power Products Catalog 

o Networking Catalog 

o Please have a Data General 
sales representative (all me. 

DATA GENERAL FREE CATALOG GUIDE 
AViiON C"'"/og 
The new AViiON Catalog provides 
information about our Open Systems 
hardware and software products and 
services. Call1-800-4DG-OPEN for your 
free catalog. 

EC"PSE C"'"/og 
The ECLIPSE Catalog will provide you 
with information on Data General's 
ECLIPSE/MV systems and supplies. 
For your FREE ECLIPSE Catalog, call 
1-800-4DG-OPEN. 

EducII,ionlll Services 
Trllining '"'"/og 
Take advantage of Data General's strong 
training curriculum in Open Systems. 
For a complete description and schedule 
of all of the training that Data General 
offers, call 1-800-343-8842, Option #5 
to get your FREE Training Catalog. 

Supplies lind Accessories 
C","log 
This is a comprehensive catalog of office 
supplies, accessories and many peripheral 
products. To order or to receive your 
FREE DG Direct Supplies Catalog, call 
1-800-343-8842, Option #1. 

Power Products ,","Iog 
This catalog has current offerings of UPS 
products. To receive your FREE Power 
Catalog, call 1-800-343-8842, Option #1. 

Ne'worlcing C","log 
Everything you ever wanted to know 
about networking products in one handy 
catalog. For your FREE Networking 
Catalog, call 1-800-343-8842, Option #1. 

For More Information, Call J ·BOO·4DG·OPEN or ••• 
Name __________________________________________________________________ __ 

Title _______________________________________ _ 

Company ________________________________ _ 

Address _____________________ Mail Stop _______ _ 

City State Zip _________ _ 

Telephone (_) _________ Fax (_ ) ___________ _ 

Internet Address _____________________________ __ 

Data General • Catalog Request F113 • 4400 Computer Drive • Westboro, MA 01580 
< 1 . - . . 

Mail to Data General or fax to J -508-836-4209 
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Continued from page 17 

marketplace and NT and its server en
vironments will start nibbling away at 
the underbelly of the Unix server mar
ketplace as NT begins to mature and 
become viable for mission-critical 
type applications. 

DG FOCUS : 
What are the 
unique aspects 
about Clariion 
products and 
who are your 
chief competi
tors? How do 
you see Clariion 
enhancing its 
market share 
vis-a.-vis these 
competitors? 

Gibbs: Clari-
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o 

and continue to expand and extend 
the calability and performance of the 
product. But more importantly, we've 
provided some features and functions 
outside the subsystem to extend high 
availability to the server environment. 

really visible ones, those are the one . 
There 's also, as you may know, a 

lot of consolidation going on in the 
industry-more at the low end than at 
the high end, but a lot of companies 
are being bought up or merged or in 

Cumulative Arrays Shipped 

CAPTIVE 

• P.LABEL/ DIST 

• OEM 

ion's strategic 
focus has been 
in the area of 
data integrity 
and high avail
ability. We 
were probably 

Q4'93 Q1'94 Q2'94 Q3'94 Q4'94 Q1 '95 Q2'9~ Q3'95 Q4 '95 Ql '96 

fortunate from a 
timing point of 
view that we 
were one of the first, if not the first, 
into the Unix marketplace. When I 
say Unix marketplace I mean provid
ing a storage subsystem that was ca
pable of doing very high level, mis
sion-critical type support-sort of a 
virtual fault tolerant subsystem for 
the mid-range and high-end of the 
Unix applications environment. 
We 've capitalized quite nicely on 
that. Over the course of time, a lot of 
other vendors have matured their 
products into the marketplace and 
started to get close to what I would 
call "Jacks are better" syndrome of 
what a typical RAID product is all 
about: hot swappable , pluggable , 
field-replaceable units; no single 
point of failure in the power package 
and cooling, things like that. What 
Clariion has done is continue to en
hance its data integrity and high 
availability features inside the prod
uct from a subsystem point of view, 

Calendar Qtrs 

In terms of the people that we see 
in the marketplace most often in com
petitive situations, I suspect one is 
pretty obvious. EMC is attempting to 
make a mark in the Unix server mar
ket with their products for a variety of 
reasons. For one, the Unix server en
vironment tends to be a higher 
growth, more robust marketplace than 
the mainframe marketplace which is 
fairly stagnant right now, so they 're 
looking to try to come down and
make life difficult for us. The only 
two other players that we run into on 
a fairly regular basis are the Digital 
Storageworks product, which tends to 
be in the V AR channel, and a compa
ny called Symbios Logic which used 
to be part of NCR and AT&T and was 
recently sold off. It's a Clariion-like 
RAID subsystem product that they're 
chasing the OEM and V AR channels 
with against us. There are probably 
another five or six, but in terms of the 

one form or another, or remissioned. 
A lot of it is happening in what we 
call the host-bus RAID market in the 
PC server space, where you see com
panies like Mylex and CMD and oth
ers. Conner Peripherals just got 
bought by Seagate and they've sold to 
NSTOR. There's a lot of churn going 
on in the business as different busi
nesses try to strategically align them
sel ves for various segmen ts of the 
market. 

Digital Storageworks was recap
tured by the server business at Digi
tal. They were reorganized and 
brought inside in terms of the man
agement of the Storageworks Divi
sion. It looks like they're trying to 
focus strategically on their captive 
business and less on their open busi
ness. There 's a fairly high degree of 
these changes going on in the market
place, which makes life interesting 
trying to keep everything straight. 
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DGFOCUS: Does that mean that Clariion is on such solid 
ground that you don't have to worry about that kind of 
merger/acquisition scenario? 

Gibbs: We don't see any evidence of that in our future at all. 
We're obviously watching the rest of the people in the in
dustry because they do represent collectively and individu
ally the competition, and to understand and anticipate the 
evolution of the competition is important to us. Some of the 
pundits say that the industry, in what we would call the 
mid-range disk subsystem market, the RAID market, is 
growing at about 100% a year if you measure it in capacity 
growth, and probably about 40% a year if you measure it in 
revenue growth. If you do some simple math, you can dis
cover very quickly, that the competitive forces in the mar
ketplace are continuing to put a lot of pressure on price and 
margin. 

DGFOCUS: Does this turmoil in the marketplace work to 
your advantage to enable you to gain more market share? 

Gibbs: Exactly, but it works both ways. Again, in the case 
of Digital Storageworks, there are some people in the indus
try that believe that the Digital management team has de
cided that storage is so strategic to their server business 
that they don't want to spend a lot of cycles trying to com
pete in the storage business independently. They want to 
pull the engineering resources and the mind-set of that 
storage division internal to make them more competitive as 
a server vendor. If that's true, that has plusses and minuses. 
The plusses are that they won't be as competitive in the 
VAR channel, because they won't have the strategic empha
sis on that. The down side of that, of course, is that if they 
do a much better job providing internal storage solutions 
for their Alpha servers and other product lines internally, 
they'll be harder to plug in the end market. There are all 
kinds of "Catch 22's" in this thing. There are no dull mo
ments in this business. 

DGFOCUS: Are there any new developments in the Clariion 
line? 

Gibbs: Our current or traditional product line has basically 
been a SCSI technology-based product both on the disks and 
the server connects. That has been the mainstream model 
for the Unix server industry for some time and will proba
bly, from a product volume point of view, continue to be 
mainstream technology through '97. But we're working very 
aggressively at bringing out a new technology base for stor
age subsystems based on what is known in the industry as 
Fiber Channel Arbitrated Loop technology. Very simply put, 
what that means is that we're looking to improve the aggre
gate performance of the network of disks in the subsystem 
by using this new networking technology which is about 5X 
faster in theoretical speeds from SCSI architecture. Instead 

Continued on page 38 
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Adding value and security: 

DG' 8 system software strategy 
First Data General 

moved to an entirely 
new hardware platform. 

Then they added two 
new operating systems. 

In an interview with 
DGFOCUS, Rick Strom, 

DG's Director of System 
Software Marketing, 

says that's just the 
beginning. 
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N
early a year ago Data Gener
al announced the release of 
DG/UX 4.1, touting such 
features as enhanced sys

tem management, security, Aviion 
clustering, and scalability. Since that 
time, two entirely new operating sys
tems have been added to the Intel 
platform. Looking back, the tempta
tion to romanticize about the success 
of the previous year is great. Rick 
Strom, Director of System Software 
Marketing for Data General approach
es it differently: "It meant a lot of 
work," he said. 

"I come from the Eclipse business 
unit, so I'm fairly familiar with what 
it takes to do a transition. In this case 
we basically ported our entire soft-

ware product line from the 88K to Intel 
in the period of a year. We've been 
working with everyone of our partners 
to determine what needs to be done to 
get their product on Intel. It's very im
portant to understand that we've 
moved from one operating system on 
our 88K Aviion platform to three oper
ating systems on our Intel Aviion plat
form, and we're very excited to offer 
both DG and third party software on 
this hardware. 

"Rather than blindly porting every 
piece of software available," said 
Strom, "we went out and polled the 
field and came up with a priority list 
of what software was needed on Intel. 
The system software had to be there 
first to bring the other applications 
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over. Horizontal software was done 
first, (for example we needed compil
ers for software development), databas
es second, and then we started work
ing on the applications. 

"I'd say we're done with every
thing that is a priority. Some of the 
third party software has not been port
ed yet, but is on its way and there is a 
plan in place. 

We 

A V 10000 has near memory and far 
memory. DG/UX already supports 
NUMA, and NUMA enhancements 
Ituning are part of the DG/UX road 
map. 

"DG/UX has undergone work to 
support NUMA, and the SCI Intel Avi
ions will be available by the end of 
this calendar year. The partners that 

"Everything has gone 
very well. In most cases, 
ports were done in the pe
riod of a weekend. The 
vast majority of software 
went over very quickly and 
very cleanly, and I can't 
think of any instances 
where there was a crisis 

advantage 

being able to 

we are working with for 
making NUMA available 
to other hardware and 
software platforms have 
a requirement for 
Unixware. We an
nounced about a month 
ago that SCO has chosen 
DG to supply NUMA 
technology for Unixware, 
so some of the DG/UX 
developers will actually 
be working with SCO to 
develop NUMA in that 
platform." 

offer three 
si tuation." 

DG/UX and NUMA 
It is difficult to read 

anything about Data Gener
al these days without some 

separate 

platforms. 

mention of NUMA, and DG/UX is no 
exception. 

"Very recently we split off a busi
ness unit at DG called Numaliine," 
said Strom, "whose goal is to try to do 
with NUMA what we did with Clari
ion. That's a tough decision to make in 
terms of how you add value in a com
modity world and not feel that you 
must own the technology. We went 
through some soul searching a few 
years ago because Clariion was a dif
ferentiator for our Aviion servers. As it 
turned out, Clariion has been a success 
story for DG, and in many cases selling 
a Clariion into an account has opened 
the door for Aviion which we may not 
have had. 

"What is happening with NUMA 
is the same type of thing. We're going 
to take the NUMA technology and 
work through partners like ICL, DDE 
and Daewoo to make it available to the 
industry at large rather than only say
ing NUMA is a DG Aviion that runs 
DG/UX." 

DG/UX is the operating system 
that can take advantage of NUMA. 
"The A V 10000 is a NUMA machine. 
We tend not to call it NUMA, because 
it 's not based on commodity standard 
coherent interconnects. Instead it's 
connected by some proprietary inter
connects on the back plane , but the 
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SCO Unixware 
The problem with Unix is not 

technology; The issue is that there are 
too many flavors of it. "It comes down 
to the application point of view," said 
Strom. "Every application has to be 
ported to multiple occurrences of 
Unix. One of the reasons we picked 
Intel was the fact that Intel system 5.4 
Unix was a standard , and in many 
cases people were doing non-specific 
Intel Unix ports." 

Last April , leading enterprise soft
ware and hardware vendors estab
lished SCO Unixware as the industry 
standard Unix operating system. Ac
cording to Strom, "What happened 
from this is that all of the Intel Unix 
vendors got together and thought, if 
we could have a single Intel Unix that 
had the enterprise capabilities of our 
own Unixes and was shrinkwrapped, 
it could scale beyond NT and truly be 
a volume enterprise operating system 
and get away from, 'Is my application 
ported to this platform?'" 

The goal was to work together 
with SCO to make Unixware an enter
prise operating system. "Over the peri
od of the next few years DG and the 
other partners are going to be adding 
enterprise features to Unixware. This 
obviously isn ' t going to happen 
overnight, " said Strom. "It 's going to 

take a few years. In the interim , 
DG/UX will be our choice for an enter
prise operating system. Over a period 
of time as Unixware becomes more en
terprise-ready, we'll be looking to that 
more and more as a solution." 

Of the three software platforms 
(DG/UX, SCO Unixware, and NT), 
Strom noted, "We feel that all three 
playa role. If I had to pick the most 
important thing, it 's really going to be 
application-driven. What is the prob
lem you 're trying to solve? We now 
have the advantage of being able to 
offer three separate platforms. 
Unixware has been very successful as 
a volume Unix server, and it's our goal 
to bring that up to the enterprise. NT 
is very strong at the departmental 
level. 

Microsoft NT 
"DG/UX is our enterprise operat

ing system and will be for the foresee
able future. There's no question about 
that," said Strom. "We're going to con
tinue to sell and support and enhance 
DG/UX. NT is a very powerful operat
ing system at the departmental level , 
and it's obviously growing its way up 
into the enterprise. It's not going to 
scale to where Unix is , but in many 
cases back office applications like Ex
change, file and print services, and 
smaller databases make a lot of sense 
on that platform because of the 
shrinkwrapped nature. 

"DG sees a definite fit for NT in 
the enterprise, and we know what it 
takes to have an enterprise server, and 
it 's more than hardware that runs a 
piece of software . Everything that 
we've been doing to DG/UX and our 
hardware over the years applies very 
well to NT. 

"Consider why NT is so popular. 
Is it popular because it's the world's 
best operating system? No, it's popular 
because you can go to a store and buy 
NT applications that will run on any 
NT certified hardware. In many cases 
the shrinkwrapped nature of NT plus 
the large marketing organization of 
Microsoft have given a lot of mind 
share to this in the industry. We see 
that there are specific requirements to 
grow NT into the enterprise, and DG is 
very well suited for that. " 

But NT can be problematic for 
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some applications. "When a database 
grows, NT's approach is to have multi
ple databases, to have lots of servers 
coordinating together," aid Strom. 
"In many cases that might not be the 
right answer. The user might want a 
single, centralized database, in which 
case DG/UX gives the growth path. 
DG/UX is today the right platform for 
the enterprise, and for NUMA." 

The fact that all three operating 
systems run on an Intel platform gives 
customers the luxury of being able to 
change platforms with the same hard
ware. "Data General has been known 
to do certain things with the system 
software, and those things are high 
availability, scalability, system man
agement, and database tuning," said 
Strom. "Those are applicable on the 
other platforms. Take scalability for 
instance. Some of it can be imple
mented through NUMA, for Unixware 
and DG/UX, and some of it can be im
plemented by large cache Aviions that 
can scale NT very well past four 
processors. 

"What this means is that now we 
can focus DG/UX on areas where we 
can add value that aren't being aggres
sively pursued by Unixware or NT; B2 
security comes to mind. That can be a 
focus for Data General on DG/UX. 

81 Security 
"We've been selling trusted sys

tems for quite some time," said Strom. 
"In my previous work at 

"A few years back, the National 
Security Agency put up a tender that 
they wanted a trusted system up on the 
Internet. In the pa t they had a ystem 
called Dockmaster, which was the 
means by which companies like our
selves could get status on evaluations. 
The new product was called Dockmas
ter II, which was to be an open system 
put on the Internet, to handle both 
public data and company proprietary 
data. When the National Security 
Agency looked at the requirements for 
such a system, they came to the con
clusion that it would take a B2 level of 
trust. 

"In a nutshell," said Strom, "C
level security, like C2, is basically 
available in most commercial operat
ing systems. C2 implements what is 
called discretionary access control, 
which says the owner of the data deter
mines who can get at it. When you get 
to B-Ievel, there's a mandatory security 
policy, which says you have different 
classes of users, some of them might 
be, in the security lingo, unclassified, 
classified, secret, top secret." 

A mandatory security policy im
plies that the system implements secu
rity policy. "When you identify and 
authenticate yourself to the system, 
you are logging on at a certain security 
level," said Strom. "All data has a se
curity level associated with it. You're 
allowed to read data at your level and 
below, but you're only allowed to 

What we 

write data at your level. 
In other words, if I'm 
designated as 'secret,' I 
can read unclassified, 
classified, and secret 
data, but I can't read top 
secret data. It doesn't 

found was 

that BZ 

DG, I've been through two 
National Security Agency 
evaluations, one of 
AOS/VS, and one of 
AOSIVS II, both at the C2 
level. We've had trusted 
DG/UX options over the 
years, but the issue has 
been that there 's a fairly 
small market for it. 
They've been in the feder
al space, typically involv
i ng in tegra tors, and in 
many cases you can sell 
all these systems but it's 

security fills a matter who the owner of 
the top secret data is, 
they cannot give me ac
cess to it until I'm desig
nated a top secret user. 
Likewise, if I'm logged 
on as secret, I can only 
write data at the secret 
level. I can't write it at a 

great need in 

the Internet 

space. 

very difficult to get a quote from the 
government. They tend not to make 
good reference sites. We've been 
working all along on the security area 
for our federal marketplace, and look
ing for a real commercial application. 

lower level." 

81 and the Inter net 
The B2 mandatory security policy 

can be adapted for Internet use. "If you 
think about the requirements to be on 
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the Internet," said Strom, "there are 
different levels of users: there are 
anonymou Internet u ers, there are 
company employees, there are admin
istrators. There is a real nice fit be
tween those levels of 'clients,' and the 
security levels themselves. What we 
found was that B2 security fills a great 
need in the Internet space. That type 
of mandatory security is exactly what 
you need if you want to have a single 
system do more than one thing. 
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"That's the key. 82 allows a sys
tem to implement more than one thing 
by partitioning the erver into separate 
piece we call containment area. A 
good example: I can take a firewall, an 
internal web server, and an external 
web server, and combine them all on 
the same system with 82 ecurity." 

Web services can be added for 
both internal and external users so 
that when a user logs into one area, he 
or she is in a containment area, and 

can't get out. "If I come in from the 
outside world, and log into the web
site, I will end up in the containment 
area for anonym au u er ," aid 
Strom. "I can't break out of that area, I 
can't see the firewall, I can't see the 
internal web server, I can't see be
yond the system. If I come in on the 
other side, in the intranet, I'm going 
to end up in a containment area on 
the same server, and I can look at the 
data on the public side, but I can't 
write to it, because that would be a 
writing downward which is not al
lowed. This will prevent company 
employees from inadvertently putting 
proprietary data into the public area. 

"Whenever you get to the point 
where you want to combine func
tions, B2 security allows 
this to happen," said 
Strom. "Our approach 
is not necessarily to 
make every application 
implement mandatory 
security, but instead run 
the application in a con
tainment area, so it only 
has to handle data at the 
same level. This is what al
lows commercial applica
tions to run unmodified. 

"Everybody is looking 
for differentiation in the In
ternet space right now, and if 
you can come forward with a 
low cost platform that has not 
only your Internet application, 
but also web services and fire-
wall, you end up with a real cost-ef
fective platform and a real differentia
tor," said Strom. "It is because of B2 
that we attracted partners like BDM 
International, Open Market and Ora
cle to the platform." The Oracle web
server product has already been 
demonstrated on the B2 platform. 

"We are starting to get commer
cial wins in this space, and there 
will be a set of announcements as we 
roll them forward. We'll be announc
ing a set of packages including B2 se
curity. One package called Cyber
shield consists of DG/UX B2 Securi
ty, software from BDM (embedded 
firewall, filtering, and virus detec
tion capability). Open Market's web
server, and implementation services. 
These are the pieces you need to do 
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commerce , to have more than just information acce 
through the Internet. 

Security Evaluation 
A B2 security evaluation may not be as glamorous as it 

ounds. "It's not 0 much 'Here's our operating system, go 
evaluate it.' Every line of code needs to be looked at," said 
Strom. "You end up spending quite a bit of time going 
through the design, going through the code, putting in fea
tures, going through penetration analysis, auditing capabili
ties. It's a very, very large effort. This is one of the reasons 
we're unique in this space; Few companies will go through 
the level of investment that's required for a B2 evaluation. 

"We are also undergoing an E4 evaluation, which is 
the UK's version of B2. We see a lot of opportunity in the 
UK and European market, becau e again , there's no one 
else in E4 evaluation right now. As Internet security be-

comes more and more of the forefront, trusted 
systems are going to be a requirement, " said 
Strom. DG sees a lot of opportunity in that 
space, and going through the evaluation is a 
vital step forward in that strategy. The actual 
Cybershield package, (Aviion , B2 security, 
DG/UX, the webserver, the encryption , the 
identification and authentication) is all un
dergoing the B2 evaluation. 

In the future 
"One of the things we're planning on 

doing in the DG/UX space is new hard
ware support," said Strom. "We're at the 
point right now where DG/UX is a ma
ture, robust operating sy tern, capable of 
supporting initiatives (B2 security) and 
third party software. We're always look
ing to the customers for requests for en-

hancement for specific things. Something that I 
found out with AOSIVS and AOSIVS II is that in many 
cases the little things really go a long way. 

"From the hardware point of view, we have a whole 
line of Pentium Pro-based systems that will be coming 
out," said Strom. "We have SHV-based systems that we've 
announced and demonstrated at various hows. The fact 
that we provide PCI 10 now means that there 's a whole 
range of new controllers coming out: 4 channel SCSI con
trollers , 4 channel LAN controllers , asynch solutions. 
These products are constantly changing: getting faster, 
smaller, and cheaper as part of commodity economics . 
We're obviously investing very heavily in NUMA, and we 
have a bit of work to do not only to support the hardware 
itself, but all the associated performance tuning. 

"One area of development is an administrative tool to 
set up a NUMA Aviion which allows you to put together 
and configure the hardware itself," said Strom. "We'll have 
a real nice configuration manager for the hardware. " Of 
central concern to NUMA is to get the system to look like a 
single system as much as possible. One of the advantage of 
NUMA over massively parallel systems i that the applica-

Continued on page 42 
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AOSNS OPEN 
SYSTEMS 

NETWORKING 
BL Trading brings AOSIVS into Open Sys
tems networking by providing NFS and 
TCP/IP networking solutions for AOSIVS sys
tems. You get network terminal access, file 
transfer and sharing, backup, printing, elec
tronic mail, and much more, at high perfor
mance, low cost, and using only industry 
standard protocols. 

Versions available for RDOS and l6-blt AOS. 

ECLIPSE 
AOSNS 

/------------......... 

NetW are 
Environment 

Server 

VAX VMS 

UNIX 

This Open Systems networking architecture 
provides integration from AOSIVS to Net
Ware, Windows, UNIX, DEC, HP, IBM, and 
many other systems. 

CALL FOR FREE DEMO. 
See our full price list on the Internet at: 

http://www.bltrad ing.com 
E-mail: blass~bltrading.com 

or call (617) 982-9664 
TRADING Fax: (617 ) 871-4456 

14 5 Webster Street, Suite A 
Hanover, MA 02339 
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U IX NOTEBOOK 

e 

om u er 
Our columnist 

forecasts the extinction 

of the modern PC, and the 

dawn of the network 

computer age, but 

what about DC's Thiin 

Internet Appliances? 

SEPTEMBER 1996 

T
here is not too 
much to report 
this month on the 
computer front. I 

have just returned from a 
week at summer camp 
with a Boy Scout troop in 
the north woods of Wis
consin. The nuances of 
the computer industry 
were far from my mind as 
I tried to survive wave 
after wave of mosquitoes. 
But I'm back in my office 
today and although things 
are relatively quiet in the 
computing world, some 
interesting developments 
are happening. 

A recent issue of In
foworld contained an arti
cle describing how Data 
General is entering the In-

ternet appliance business 
with a line of thin servers 
that allow users to con
nect to central corporate 
resources from home or a 
remote office with net
work computer clients 
over the Internet. 

The Infoworld article 
reported that Data General 
recently announced an
other new business unit 
called Thiin Line . Early 
next year, DG will release 
a line of server products 
which are smaller than a 
PC, mount on a wall , and 
communicate with Oracle 
Corp.'s Network Comput
er (NC) via a wireless 
LAN. The thin server will 
cost less than $1,500 and 
has little processing 
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power, some caching ability, an inexpensive chip set, and 
software similar to an embedded as that can run some Mi
crosoft Corp. applications. (The article did not mention 
which Microsoft applications will be supported.) 

It is interesting to note that rather than competing for 
space on the desktop, Data General chose to focus on creat
ing a three-tier lightweight information access system to 
hook small Workgroups to a central data repository or 
telecommunications backbone. (A three-tier information ac
cess system minimizes the need for a powerful desktop ma
chine.) 

This small-footprint server in turn would access a large 
remote database or information server via the Internet and 
act as a data repository, or it could sit near the backbone of 

Any computer 
environment is very 
difficult to maintain 
unless one uses a 

high degree of 
standardization. 

the Internet service provider. 
DG's decision to start a 

network computer business 
unit is a wise move because 
it complements DG's server 
and disk array technology. 
Also, DG's decision to 
strongly support the three
tier model for database ac
cess is shrewd because it em
phasizes the use of large 
servers while minimizing the 
need for PCs. 

Here are some off-the-wall ideas for the readers of DG
FOCUS to ponder: I believe that we are in the first stages of 
the decline of the use of the PC by corporate America. The 
corporate PC revolution began because business units could 
do applications on PCs that they could not do on the corpo
rate mainframes (e.g., spreadsheets, desktop publishing) and 
because PCs allowed individual business units to escape the 
"tyranny" of corporate MIS organizations. However, today's 
computer users are no longer so eager to escape this "tyran
ny." PC software has become so complex that most business 
units cannot maintain their machines themselves. Also, the 
usefulness of a PC is greatly diminished unless it is connect
ed to a computer network. PC support and computer net
work support are functions that are best done by a central 
support group. 

The ironic twist to the problem of computer support is 
that any computer environment is very difficult to maintain 
unless one uses a high degree of standardization. If one 
takes the concept of standardization to its logical conclu- . 
sion, tllen one is left with a large number of PCs that get all 
tlleir software from a group of file servers. Such an architec
ture is very similar to that of a mainframe. The only differ
ence is that most of the money to build such a system goes 
to Microsoft and PC clone manufacturers instead of IBM. 
Also the workstations have nicer looking interfaces when 
compared to dumb terminals. 

Continued on page 37 
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We Put You Into 
A DG Computer And 
Give You The Best 
Deal On Your 
Trade-In 

Trade in your surplus Sun and DEC for DG ar vice versa. 
SCS is your #1 source for DG 

Silicon Graphits • Sun Microsystems • Hewlett Packard 

YOUR KEY TO A WORLD OF SAVINGS 
• Systems 
• Workstations 
• Disk Drives 
• Peripherals 

Servers • 
Tape Drives • 

Monitors • 
Memory· 

BUY • SELL • TRADE 

"THE SOLUTION" 
Security Computer Salel Inc. 
Phone: 612/227-5683 
Fax: 612/223-5524 
Email: leccomp@leccomp.com 

SYSGEN DATA Ltd. MARKETING 

t D t G I COMPUTERS & • a a enera PERIPHERALS WORLDWIDE 

MV 15000 MOO 10, CPU LAC 12 ......................... 100 
Complele ...................... $1 ,150 OG 322 SCSI ..................... 300 
MV 15000 MOO 10, CPU Board ...... .750 OG 160 MB Oisk ................. .400 
MV 15000 MIO Board .............. 500 MV 7800XP CPU .................. 500 
MV 2000 4MB, Flpy ............... 500 7411KA ........................ CALL 
MV 40000 Memory 32MB ......... 9,000 7419 VOC16 . ................... 1,100 
MV 15000120000 Floaling Poinl ...... .750 1.2GIGRAMS/S ................ 1,400 
Term Server 4817 ................ 1,000 6321 Prinler ..................... 100 
Term Server 4819 ................ 1,000 0411 ....... 140 0211 ......... 100 
AViiON 8400 Syslem ............. CALL 0214 ....... 135 0215 ......... 135 
AViiON 4625 Fully Configured ...... CALL 0216 ....... 135 0412 ......... 170 
AViiON 3200 Fully Configured ...... 2,850 0462 ...... .400 0463 ......... 425 
AViiON 5225 Fully Conligured ...... CALL 0460/410 ... 100 0461 ......... 155 
AViiON 6200 Fully Conligured ...... CALL 0470 ........................... 200 
lAC 16 (RS 232) w/TCB 16 .......... 135 IBM Rise 6000 MOO 220 ............. CALL 
lAC 16 (RS 422) .................. 150 OKI321 Prinler ...................... 200 
lAC 24 w/TCB .................... 950 Call For Unlisled Equipmenl 

WTB All AT&T & Northern I Sysgen now buys and sells 
Telecom telephones and switches telephone equipment. Call for 

WTB: All Datacom eqUipment your telephony needs! 

BUY • SELL • TRADE • LEASE 
PRICING SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

ALL EQUIPMENT SOLD IS WARRANTED FOR 30 DAYS 

l·zjSti~'~!I~1 SCIP Motorola VAR Authorized 
AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR WordPerfect 

12 ELKLAND ROAD, MELVILLE, NY 11747 (516) 491-1100 
fax: (516) 491-1559 



ENJOY 
The Benefits of Belonging. 

As a NADGUG member, an entire world of benefits becomes available to you. 

'}1SK NADGUG" As a member ofNADGUG, you have an opportunity to exchange information and expenise with 
your fellow members. Member quesrions and requests for assistance submined through email, mail or fax are addressed by 
drawing on the experience of hundreds of Data General users. 

VENDOR DISCOUNTS This exciting benefit continues to grow and members currently enjoy discounts from 
the following organizations. Vendors are invited to contact us to take advantage of this valuable markering opportunity, free of 
charge! 
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BL Trading 
DACOR Computer ystems 
Data General Corporation 

Datalynx, Inc. 
Eagle Software, Inc. 
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Park Place Internarional 
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Zortec International 
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ing each year! 
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AN"NUAL CONFERENCE AN"D EXPOSITION NADGUG's Conference & Exposition is part of 
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the Data General community. 

ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARD Access DG's DASH, Direct Access for Support Help, bulletin 
board. DASH is your direct, electronic contact to other users as well as DG's Customer Support Center. 

CONTRIBUTED SOFTWARE COLLECTIONS ADGUG has rwo software collections available 
to cutrent members only. Both the AOS/vS and DG/UX library tapes are full of programs, utilities, and macros - for any 
DG system. 

AN"NUAL MEMBER DIRECTORY The NADGUG member directory provides members with a personal 
copy of an indexed guide to users with similar hardware, sofrware, and system needs. 

REGIONAL AN"D SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS RIGs and SIGs are the most effective ways 
ADGUG promotes the free-flowing interchange of valuable information. Join one today! 

NADGUG 
The Independent Dolo General Users Group 

Call1-BOO-253-3902 {ext. 1222}{North America only)l50B-443-3330 (ext. 1222) 
E-mail NADGUG.DOK@NOTEScompuserve.comfor more information. 

Check out http://www.dg.comlcustomers/nadgug/index. html 
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Wild 
shows 
don't 

Hare's 
that 

Phil Goodwin 

to have 
Einstein to implement 

relational database a 
using middleware 
technology 

by Phil Goodwin 
Special to DGFOCUS 

ot many people know it, but Einstein 's original theory of 
relativity was actually trying to predict the consequences 
of implementing relational databases with Data General 
COBOL. Scientists are still verifying authenticity, but doc
uments recently discovered in an elderly woman's attic in
dicate E=MC2 originally stood for Effort=Migration Com

plication2. Because Data General, COBOL and relational databases 
were not yet invented, this formula confused the scientific communi
ty. But in a happy coincidence, the formula also could be construed to 
explain the workings of the universe. Einstein protested briefly, but 
the rest, as they say, is history. 

Apparently, Einstein actually meant that DG COBOL migration ef
fort equals the migration complication. Then, when you add a rela
tional database, the complication increases exponentially. This is be-
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Peach of a Deal 

~ 
Worldwide -

'-) ~~~~Y~:~e~~1 
Hardware 

CPU 
AV8500 w/64MB memory...... ..................... . ..... SI8,900 
AV6200 w/16MB memory........... .............................. ...S3,900 
AV530 Dual CPU w/32MB memory ....................................... S4.750 
AV4300 w/16MB memory ..................................................... S2,750 
MV40000 HA3128MB ........................................................ SI4,900 
MEMORY 
7016 AV500016000 128MB memory .................................... 57,900 
7017 AV5216200 192MB memory ........................................ S9,900 
7019 32MB AV4314600 memory ......................................... SI ,990 
701416MB AV 3001400 memory ............................................ 5790 
MV 15000/20000 32 MB memory ........................................... .s990 
DISK AND TAPES 
79001 H 1.0GB disk module lor Clanion ................................... 5990 
6841 2.0GB H/H disk drive .................................................... SI ,490 
6885 4/8 GB OAT tape ......................................................... .s 1,290 
6760 10.0GB 8MM cartridge tape ......................................... 51 ,980 
CRTS/PRINTERS 
6684 0463 CRT wrth keyboard ................................................. S349 
6500 0216's with keyboards .................................................... SI79 
6682 0217 with keyboard ........................................................ S295 
6567 0412 t with keyboard ...................................................... S225 
046010410/021 0 w~h keyboard ................................................ 599 
COMMUNICATIONS/OTHER 
7419 VOC-16 cluster.. ........................................................... Sl ,390 
481910 port termserver CS2100 ......................................... SI ,290 
CSS2 6702 chassis .................................................................. 5990 
7422 SCSI diff.cont... .............................................................. S990 
7405 AViiON LAN board ........................................................... S750 

1-800-229-2897 

00r8vllle. Georgia 30340 FAX n0-457-5841 
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DEAD OR 
I&ALIVE 

D G TER~IINALS 
FOR R E' \TARD CALL: 

Dee 
(j>hone: 617- 29-94 4 
!Fax: 617- 29-9602 

D ATABASE MANAGEME T 

cau e traditional methods often re
quire not only data conversion, but a 
complete re-engineering of the data 
access methods. Now, Einstein was a 
pretty smart fellow, but even he could 
not have predicted the impact that 
ODBC would have on implementing 
relational databases, If he had, he 
would have changed the formula to re
flect the fact that ODBC can dramati
cally reduce the effort required to add 
an RDBMS to DC COBOL systems. It's 
lucky for us that he didn't, because if 
he had published the formula E=MC
ODBC, most of us would still believe 
that the earth rides on the back of a 
giant tortoise. 

If you're like most user, you have 
years of effort invested in your current 
applications. And, chances are that 
the applications still meet your opera
tional needs because of the inherent 
effiCiency of ISAM or INFOS files. 
However, they may not meet your in
formational needs because of the in
herent rigidity of ISAM and INFOS 
files. As a result, you probably have 
your own theory of relativity: Imple-

Figure I: OOBC Specifications 

Core: 

menling a relational database sounds 
like a nice theory, if only it were rela
tivelyeasy. 

Whereas specialized, host-based 
report writers used to be required for 
end user reporting, most users now 
have tools, such as Microsoft Excel, 
that can nicely download information 
from the corporate database. There is 
also a broad base of new generation re
port writers like Forest and Tree and 
Crystal Reports that allow users to 
point and click their way through 
their own universe of information. 
These newer products have standard
ized on a system independent data ac
cess method. Therefore, to build an in
formation-rich environment for your 
organization, you need a middleware 
layer of software that can facilitate 
turning operational data into informa
tion. This article is intended to help 
you deve lop your own formu la for 
using the latest middleware technolo
gy, called ODBC, and dramatically im
prove your information delivery. Best 
of all, it can be done with relative 
ease. 

- Allocates and frees environments, connections, and statement handles 
- Connects to data sources 
- Prepares and execute SQL statements 
- Assigns storage for parameters in SQL statement and result columns 
- Retrieves data from a result set and information about a result set 
- Commit or rollback transactions 
- Retrieves error information 

Levell: 
- Retrieves information about driver and data source capabilitie 
- Retrieves cata log information (tables, columns, statistics, etc.) 
- Retrieves part or all of a result column's values (useful for long data) 
- Connects to data sources with driver specific dialog boxes 
- Sets and retrieves statement and connection options 
- Sends part or all of a parameter value (useful for long data) 

Level 2: 
- Uses a scrollable cursor 
- Retrieve catalog information (privileges, key, procedures) 
- Browses available connections and lists available data sources 
- Sends arrays of parameter values 
- Retrieves arrays of result column values 
- Retrieves the number of parameters and describes individual parameters 
- Retrieves the native form of a SQL statement 
- Calls a translation DLL 
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ODBC D efined 

ODBC, which tand for Open 
Data Base Connectivity, was originat
ed by Microsoft as a standardized 
method of acce ing relational data
bases from Microsoft products. ODBC 
is an Application Program Interface 
(API) built to the SQL Access Group 
specifications. 

The magic of ODBC is how it fa
cilitate RDBMS access using a clearly 
defined and vendor independent 
methodology. Any application or 
product combined with an ODBC in
terface can access any relational data
base that is also ODBC compliant. At 
present, nearly 70 different RDBMS 
products meet ODBC standards, in
cluding all of the usual big name sus
pects. 

An ODBC driver is required on 
both the client (application) and 
RDBMS (server) sides. The database 
drivers are readily available at low 
cost from a variety of vendors. Avail
ability of application drivers is usual
ly up to the application (or tool) de
veloper. In some cases, getting the ap
propriate driver for the appropriate 
platform can be problematic. Unfortu
nately, DG/UX is not commonly sup
ported by ODBC driver vendors. 
Hopefully, the move to the Intel plat
form will change the situation. Win
dows NT, Windows 95, and Windows 
3.1 probably have the broadest range 
of support. 

In an apparent moment of weak
ness, Microsoft turned over specifica
tion authority to ANSI. Now, ANSI 
has established a set of standards for 
vendors to follow. Three specifica
tions are in use: Core, Level 1 and 
Level 2. These tandards are listed in 
Figure 1 (page 32). 

These tandards apply both to 
driver and ODBC tools. As more and 
more tools claim ODBC compliance, it 
is important to know that not all com
pliance i equal. Any product that 
does not meet all standards may limit 
its II efulnes to you. 

Further, it is possible for vendors 
to upport only subsets of each level. 
Be ure to ask what features in what 
levels are supported by your vendor 
and determine whether or not they 
will meet your needs. 

ODBC Topology 
When omeone mentions ODBC, 

mo t people immediately think of the 
client/server topology illustrated in 
Figure 2 (page 34). In this case, the 
ODBC layer resides between the client 
tool, usually on a PC, and the data 
ource, usually on a server. Figure 2 

demonstrates the product layers using 
Informix products as an example. 
However, most other major database 
vendors offer corresponding products. 
In the case of Oracle, you would use 
SQL *Net as the network layer. Data
base specific ODBC drivers are avail
able from vendors such as Intersolv, 
Visigenic, and OpenLink. ODBC.DLL 
and ODBC.lNI are bundled with Mi
crosoft Windows 3.1, Windows 95, 
and Windows NT. 

The problem with the client/serv
er topology for DG COBOL users is 
that it demands that legacy ISAM or 
INFOS files be replaced with a rela
tional databa e. As Einstein apparent
ly believed, this usually entails a com
plete re-engineering of the application 
to use a relational database just to get 
ODBC access. Until now. 

Figure 3 (page 34) shows a new 
host-centric topology that is gaining 
favor in the industry. Figure 3 demon
strates how ODBC can be used to up
grade legacy IS AM or INFOS files to 
relational databases with out re-engi
neering. This model assumes that the 
DG COBOL has been migrated to Wild 

• Hare's COBOL system because DG 
COBOL and other COBOL systems 
may not have ODBC drivers for this 
architecture. The magic of this model 
is that application programs do not re
quire re-engineering. Programs contin
ue to issue the same 110 statements as 
they do for ISAM. 

Hence, the critical layer to make 
this model work is the data dictionary, 
or data mapper. The data mapper is 
contained in the Wild Hare ODBC Per-
onality Module which is tightly inte

grated with the Choice! COBOL run
time. As the run-time executes the ap
plication, it passes the 110 request to 
the ODBC mapper layer. The mapper 
makes the appropriate data translation 
from proprietary formats to SQL for
mats, packages an SQL request, and 
sends the request to the RDBMS driver 
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SEPTEMBER 
SPECIALS 

MY 9600 w/8 MB .............................................. $5,800 
MV 9500 w/8 MB .............................................. $2,250 
MV 5500 System Complete w/32 MB ................. $4,500 
AY 5200 w/ 16 MB ............................................. S3,200 
AY 6200 w/16 MB ............................................. 52,900 
AY 4300 w/32 MB ............................................. 53, 400 
MV 40,000 32 MB Add In ...................................... 5700 
6685 1.0 GB Disk ................................................. 5450 
Model 6425 300 CPS ......................................... $1 ,050 
Genicom 4440 Line Printer. ................................ Sl ,400 
LB 615 OG Model 4596 600 LPM ....................... $1 ,100 
6346 0411 CRT w/KB ........................................... SI25 
6501 0412 CRT w/KB ........................................... 5140 
6567 0412+ CRT w/KB ........................................ 5225 
6683 0413 CRT w/KB w/New Tube ....................... $325 
WYSE 60 CRT w/KB w/New Tube ........................... $220 

R&D Computers Inc. 
6767 Peachtree Ind. Blvd., Ste C 

Norcross, GA 30092 

/' Depot repairs 

Advance exchanges available 
Terminals printers & 
All O.G. System ports 

SEPTEMBER DEPOT SPECIALS 

Advance exchange 
4623 lAC 24 ...................................... $ 200.00 
Any style lAC 16 ................................... $ 75.00 
0462 Logic .......................................... $ 65.00 
0461 logic .......................................... S 50.00 
OG Keyboard (Round) ........................... S40.00 
OG Keyboard For 0413, 0414 ............... S50.00 

CALL 

(770) 416-0103 
Depot Repair Center Ext 14 

FAX ,770, 416-0155 

6767 Peachtree Ind. Blvd., Ste J 
Norcross, GA 30092 
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manager. The mapper layer also re
ceives packets from the database and 
decodes them for the application. 
Again, this illustration uses Informix 
as an example, but is equally applica
ble to other major database vendors. 

This sounds easy, and basically it 
is. The critical component is the map
per. But don't hope for the Nobel prize 
yet. We still have critical data compat
ibility issues to address. 

Data Compatibility 
The biggest impact in moving 

from DG ISAM or INFOS to relational 
databases is the data translation. SQL 
does not recognize many common 
data types and constructs found in 
typical COBOL systems. Figure 4 lists 
these data issues. 

None of the issues in Figure 4 are 
show stoppers. Nevertheless, the more 
items that apply to you, the more com
plicated the setup can be. Setting up a 
matrix with these issues on one axis 
and your programs on the other axis 
will allow you to evaluate which pro
grams are likely to require the most ef
fort. All of which raises the issue of 
database design. 

Like all systems, there is no sub
stitute for good database design with 
ODBC. Attempting to directly repli
cate the data structure of ISAM or 
INFOS in a RDBMS is usually a mis
take. Remember, ODBC packages I/O 

Figure l . Host-Centric Topology _ ..................... 
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Figure 2. Client/Se rver ODBC Topology 

packets in SQL. Therefore, your data 
target should be designed with SQL 
optimization in mind for best perfor
mance and maximum flexibility . 

Native APls 
Einstein's recently discovered 

theories probably are based on using 
native database APIs. Native APIs are 
programming "hooks" supplied by the 
RDBMS vendor. As such, they are spe
cific to a given database. The very 
name "native API" must have fooled 
Einstein by evoking visions of compat
ibility. Later field research discovered 
that the database dependence of ven
dor-specific APIs is one of their inher
ent weaknesses. 

ODBC's independence means that 
applications using ODBC's standard 
language-calling format to interface to 
relational databases are database inde
pendent, and therefore highly trans
portable. Changing databases is a mat
ter of installing the appropriate dri
vers and populating the new data tar
get. Applications using native APls 
are specific to the database, and there
fore very non-transportable. But is 
database independence important to 

users planning to implement only one 
database? Probably so. First of all, 
business mergers and acquisitions 
today force companies to unify dis
parate computer systems at huge cost 
and much anguish. ODBC is a great 
hedge against this possibility in your 

Continued on page 44 
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INTERSOLV PVCS now available for all DG platforms! 

I ' I A porting agceement between tNTERSOLV ... SYNERGEX and Synergex brings PIICS Software Con
figuration Managemem (SCM) rools ro 
Data General plarrorms: PVCS Version 

Manager automates revision, version, and release managemem 
It supports all developmem obJecrs Including source code, ASCII 
files, graphics, documematlon, and binary data files. PVCS Con
figuration Builder records relationships berween componems 
and recreates the specific sequence of steps required to construcr a 
software system reliably, completely, and accurately at any time. 
PIICS supports stand-alone, distributed, and team developmem In 
single and heterogeneous environments. Please call or check our 
Web Site for more ,nformat,on: http://www.synergex.com. 

Synergex 
2330 Gold Meadow Way, Gold River, CA 95670 

Comacr. Eric Everson, PIICS Sales Manager 
Phone 916-635-7300 • Fax 916-635-6549 

E-mail info®synergex.com • WWW: http:www.synergex.com 

"Another Industry First!" 

+-~~ 
Scott .~~ 
Mcintyre 
and Associates, Inc. 

(SM&A NEWS) Scott Mcintyre & Associates 
has become the first ever Hewlett-Packard 
DAR, Distributor Added Reseller, to offer mi
gration for Data General customers to the 
HP9000 UNIX seNerl Mer several momhs of 
Imense negotiations, Scott Mcintyre & Asso

crates, Inc became authorized Hewlett-Packard UNIX solution 
proViders. We can now offer Data General users, whether they 
run AOSIVS or DG/UX, a viable and economical solution With the 
Hewlett-Packard 9000 series UNIX seNers. Scott Mcintyre & Associ
ates, Inc can assist you and your company In optimizing your sys
tem's performance by converting you to UNIX with the HP9000 
seNer, call today for detailsl 

Scott Mcintyre and Associates, Inc. 
P O. Box 821 I 5, Rochester, MI 48308-2 I I 5 

Comacr Don Dzmelyk, Director of IT 
Toll Free Phone: 800-489-7177 

Imernatlonal Phone.' 81 0-299-0040 
Fax 810-299-0041 • E-mail SMA DG®AOL COM 

P&S 
~ 

Spotlight your product or service 
in the next issue of 

OGFOCUS! 

Call Elizabeth or Paula at 
(512) 335-2286 

The Complete Process Management Tool 

OMASTER provides a process managemem solu
tion for scheduling, report distribution, priming, 
monltonng and comrol of batch processes, and out
put distribution across a heterogeneous nerwork of 

seNers, workstations and attached PC's and devices. 
OMASTER layers on your architecture to give your Emerprise seam
less coordination of processing and prrm distribution Key features 
Include' on-line audit trail, console messaging, comrol from any
where, performance monitor, imeractive calendar manager, prim 
spooling, load levelling, self-managemem, and distribution. Avail
able Imerfaces Include UNIX commands, X Windows, and PC 
MS/NT Windows 

OMASTER Software Solutions Ltd. 
I 620, 840 - 7th Avenue SW, Calgary, AB T2P 3G2 Canada 

Comact: Penny Harley 
Phone: 403/264-8322 • Fax: 403/265-5307 

Cost Effective New Management Tool-suGUARD 

Mer the runaway suc
cess of the GUARDIAN 
account and access 

comrol system, DataLynx, Inc Imroduces suGUARD, a new soft
ware rool for comrolling and auditing who can access UNIX pro
grams or shell scripts. The suGUARD system proVides an effec
tive, easily administered hierarchical envlronmem for assigning sys
tem managemem tasks without haVing to give out the 'root' pass
word suGUARD can also be used to build and manage a com
plete application envlronmem whether It be for one machine, or 
an extensive distributed nerwork. Make your life as a system man
ager easier and more secure With suGUARD, the powerful and 
cost-effective new managemem tool 

DataLynx, Inc. 
6633 Convoy Court. San Diego, CA 92 I I I 

Comact· Tony Macdonald, Marketing Direcror 
Phone 619/560-81 12 • Fax. 619/560-81 14 

E-mail datalynx®netcom.com 

DG Emulation on your Mac and PC 

I
W'ICOM I Vicom Multiterm Plus provides 
" powerful, easy ro use Industry stan-

. . dard terminal emulations for 
DG410, DG211 and many others You can create butrons, 
Icon Windows, pull-down menus, automate repetitive sequences 
and cusromlze and re-map keyboard lay-outs. Data can be 
buffered, copied, written to files or formatted for other applications 
either manually or by USing the support for Applescrrpt. Users can 
set foreground/background colors, fom sizes or display host styles 
(e g underline, bold) as colors or styles. 

For more demanding proJecrs, Vicom PRO SDK IS avail
able for creation of profeSSional from-ends and clrentiseNer appli
cations, executable by other Vicom producrs. Free Evaluation Soft
ware available. NEW: INTERNET GATEWAY 

Vicom Technology 
465 Fairchild Dr SUite 202, Moumain View, CA 94043 

Phone 1-800-818-4266 (81-VICOM)) • Fax 415-691-9838 
http://www.vlcomtech.com · info®vicomtech.com 
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Asset Remarketing Corp. 

Complete line of Data General hardware & terminal . 

13660 Wright Circle 
Tampa, FL 33626-3030 

Phone: (813) 891-6330 
Fax: (813) 89Hi918 
Contacl~ John A. Pin2one, President 

Clearview Software CO*STAR 
Clearview Software is compri ed of four divisions that support four product 
offerings. The four division are Client/Server, Con ulting, Education and 
Health Care. CO"STAR is a Window Application Enhancer Tool providing 
migration of exi ting legacy appliC<1tions from character based to a Windows 
look and feel. Our consulting division provides implementation services to mi
grate from proprietary operating ;ystem to OPE sy tem . Clearviewalso 
provides administrative software for the Education and Health Care industries. 

326 Chestnut Hill Road' Amherst, H 03031 
Phone: 603/472·7115 • Fax: 603/472·8421 
Internet e-mail: adnlin@clearview.mv.com • http://www.clearview-software.com 
Contact: Richard Lowney, President 

Data Bank Associates, Inc. ARC 
From one computer platform to another, it's all the same to ARC!! ARC will 
give you the ability to compress any type of file into an ARC Library. Radical
fy reduce pace used on your yslem while keeping files readily available. The 
ARC program i compatible with the ARC program for all U IX, AOS/VS, 
and DOS ;y tern . ARC libraries can be moved to and from any machine and 
used, AS IS, on any other machine! 
Hardware: AViiO , MV, LAN 
Operating System: U IX, AOS/ VS, DOS 

13404 Tilford Court, Suite B • Germantown, MO 20874-1457 
Phone: 301l54()-5562 • Fax: 301l54()-8105 
Internet e-mail: OBAsales@ao!.com 
Contact: Ed Rosen, President 

Data Bank Associates, Inc. 
CEO Conversion Extension 

• 

DBA' CEO Conversion Extension to AIM is LOW COST, FIXED PRICE, and CEO STAYS 
UP! Logical Drawer, Folder, and Document names are retained in both U IX and LAN ver
sions. Even better, running it i as easy a a single imple command, "DO.USER {user
namel". Don't Pay by the Document! Don't Pay Through the ose! Don't Bring Down 
CEO! Do the Job the Right Way with DBA's CEO Converter Extension! Call for a quote, 
Today! 
Hardware: AViiO , MV, LA Operating Syslem: UIX, AOS/ VS, DOS 

13404 Tilford Court, Suite B • Germantown, MD 20874-1457 
Phone: 3011540-5562 Fax: 301l54()-8105 Internet e-mait: OBAsates@aol.com 
Contact: Ed Rosen, President 

. .. .. 
Egan Systems, Inc. ICOBOL rev 2.1 

ICOBOL rev 2.1 The ew Standard for ICOBOL users. Extremely portable and feature rich. 
It is backwards compatible with aU rev of ICOBOL and ICHos!. Rev 2.1 offers transaction 
logging, a 32-bit DOS version, true client server, ODse access to ISAM, source and object 
level debugging, full utilities and a "ersatile and powerfullSAM. 
Hardware: AViiO , R>6000, PC, HP, SUN 
Operating Syslem: Various U IX, OVELL, DOS, NT 

1501 Lincoln Avenue Holbrook, Y 11741 
Phone: 5161588-8000 Fax: 516/588-8001 
Contact: Edward J. Egan, President 

~'~I·JL·· " 
Egan Systems, Inc. VXCOBOL 

VX COBOL i a feature rich Implementation of DG's AOS/ VS COBOL 32 for a variety of 
Unix platforms including DGUX, AIX, HPUX, seo, and others. Permits easy migration of 
VS COBOL programs without rewrite. Compatible with severallnfos emulation a well a 
CISAM and includes a powerfullSAM and full utilities. 
Hardware: AViiO , R>6000, PC, HP, SU 
Operaling System: Variou U IX 

1501 Lincoln Avenue Hotbrook, Y 11741 
Phone: 516/588-8000 Fax: 5161588-8001 
Contact: Edward J. Egan, President 

Eagle Software, Inc. CABINET _ CONVERTERTM 
CABINET_CO VERTER is a cu tom conversion utility that automales the conversion of 
CEO drawers, folders and documents to Unix, MS-DOS, Macintosh, and others. 
CABI ET_CO VERTER ha optional routines to convert CEO data lables and pread heets 
to Lotus 1-2-3 format. A truly flexible tool, CABI ET_CO ERTER allows the user to se-
lect or exclude certain CEO user, drawer, folder, and document names for conversion. Doc
uments to be converted can also be selecled or excluded based on their user, drawer, or fold 
er name, time of creation, time of la t access, and other criteria. CAB ET CO VERTER 
maintains any of the CEO atlributes associated with the file during conversion, uch as doc
ument name, author, elc. 
Hardware: MV Eclipse Operati.ng System: AOS/ VSllto numerous OS 
LanguagelDatabase: PLI 

123 Indiana Ave. Salina, KS 67401 Phone: 913/823-7257 Fax: 913/823-6185 
Contact: Shelly Chenoweth, VP of Marketing 

• • .. • • 
Micro Focus 
Micro Focu is a leading provider of tools for offloading mainframe development and main
tenance of mission-critical applications, rightsizing, cross-platform developmenl and de
ployment, and clienl/sen'er computing. Micro Focus COBOL on DG-UX 5.4.3 offers the 
syntax variants for IBM OS/ VS COBOL, VS COBOL \I and X/ Open XPG4 10 support exi l
ing mission critical legacy application on indu try tandard platforms wilhout requiring 
co tly source-code changes. The Micro Focu product offerings for DG-UX enables program
mers to rehost existing applications and develop new COBOL applications to exploit the 
multi-processing performance and scalability of the bu iness-critical DG A ViiO Y tern. 
Hardware: AViiO Operaling Syslem: DG/ UX Language/Database: COBOL 

2465 E. 8ayshore Road' Palo Alto, CA 94303 
Phone: 4151843-7301 • Fa", 4151843-7901 • Intemet e-mait: EKG@MICROFOCUS.com 
Contact: Edward Gory, Field Marketing 

• ' . . 
Transoft, Inc. AIM (Automated INFOS Migration) 

The world's #1 MV applications fast-track to Open RDBMS ClienVServer. Proven, 
automated migration of MV code and INFOS data, with optional Transoft migration 
consultancy. Takes you to DG AViiO and other major U IX platform - no rewriting, 
no retraining. Transoft's unique u/SQL Client-Server also gives you day one relational 
access to your migrated INFOS data and risk-free incremental re-engineering to RDBMS 
clienl/ server. 

1899 Powers Ferry Road, Suite 4.20 ' AUanta, GA 30339 
Phone: 7701933-1965 • FilX: n0l933-3464 
Contact: Frank O'Shaughnessy 

Transoft, Inc. OEO (Open Electronic Office) 

The fastest route from CEO to U IX and Windows office automalion - wUh 
cabineVdrawer/folder filing in BOTH environments! OEO Mail+ - Proven, fully 
functional U IX OA Y tern with special CEO compatible features including Mail, 
Calendar, Inlerrupt, Application Integration and Sy terns Administration. OEO File+ 
Takes you to Window client / server OA in one simple step - without having to throw 
away your CEO documents. 

1899 Powers Ferry Road, Suile 420 • Atlanta, GA 30339 
Phone: nOl933-1965 ' Fax: nOl933-3464 
Contact: Frank O'Shaughnessy 



MIGRATION TOOLBOX 

.. 
Unidata, Inc. RDBMS Wild Hare Computer Systems, Inc. 

Vnidata produces and markets worldwide the Unidata nested ROBMS, which is enabling 
businesses to leverage legacy applications within Open Systems environments, and opening 

Whether you use ICOBOL or VS COBOL/l FOS, Wild Hare ha the tool to migrate your 
system to U lX, Windows, and networks. While other vendors try to lock you in with a 
proprietary file system, Wild Hare gives true independence by offering everything from DC 
compatible files to relational data bases. With our oose interface, even client/server im
plementation won't require costly re-engineering. Converted application will run on 60 
vendor platform and 18 operating ystems without change. Use Wild Hare to build on 
your software investment for the future. 

a to new application development. 
Hardware: Multiple Platforms 
Operating System: Multiple 0/5 
LanguagelDatabase: Unidata ROBMS 

1099 181h 51. moo • Denver, CO 80202 • Phone: 303/294-0800 • Fax: 303/293-8880 
lnternet e-mai l: unidala@unidata.com 
Contad: Marketing Department 

.. 
• 

P.O. Box 3581 • Boulder, CO 80307 • Phone: 303/530-2221 • Fax: 303/530-9637 
Inlemel e-mait: 74277.2247@compuserve.com or WildHareUS@ao!.com 

Zortec International Universal Data COl1'oration 
DG/Open Migration ServIce & EZlMail Office Automation Software 

System Z 

. DC/Open is a proven methodology for migrating AOS/VS ICOBOL and COBOL applica
tio to Open Sy terns. We guarantee an expert migration of aU sources, macros, sorts and 
databases to IX. Our on-site implementation services ensure a mooth transition to the 
~w platform. There are no proprietary compilers or databases involved with any facet of 
DC/Open. EZ/ Mail is a comprehensive e-mail sy tem with document management, calen
dar heduJing, productivity tools and more. All products include a money-back guarantee 
of satisfaction. 

System Z - provides migration to Open Systems and conversion to a 4GL in one seamless 
process without a re,vrite. Sy tern Z tools, read Cobol source and automatically build a data 
dictionary while converting the Cobol into the most robust 4GL available today. Z pro\~des 
immediate benefits for programmers and end users. In-line support 01 Cobol yntax, most 
files/databases, referential integrity, data validation, derived field, subroutines, functions -
combine with Z POWERVERBS for a 1000% increase in productivity. 
Hardware: Hundred of platforms including all Data General equipment 
Operating System: 14 OS including: AOS/VS, Unix and Windows Hardware: All DC, U IX-based or INTEL Operating System: DC/ UX, all U IX, NT 

Language/Database: MFCOBOL, CQCS, SQL Server, C, C++, others LanguagelDatabase: Sy tern Z, Supports over 25 file struciures/databases 

123 Oxbridge Or. • Pillsburgh, PA 15237 • Phone: 800/921-9909,412/364-9909 
Fax: 4121364-5639 • Inlemel e-mait: udcgreg@aot.com 

1321 Murfreesboro ROid ' ashville, TN 37217 
Phone: 6151361-7000,8001361-7005 • Fax: 6151361-3800 • Inlemel e-mail: sales@z.zoriec.com 
Conlacl: Shan A. Dixon, Vice Presidenl, Sates Conlacl: Gregory A. Pavtol 

Continued from page 29 

How things should be 
From my vantage point, the ideal 

corporate computer architecture is a 
group of X-Terminals or network ap
pliances connected via a high speed 
network to Microsoft Windows NT 
servers, Unix servers, corporate main
frames, and the Internet. If possible, 
the X-Terminals or network appli
ances should support sound and flop
py disks. The NT servers would run 
the CD WinCenter Pro product 
which allows X-Window multi-user 
access on a Windows NT machine. 
The NT servers are used to provide 
word processing, spreadsheet, presen
tation graphics, simple database sup
port, and printer access. The Unix 
servers provide access to medium 
scale databases and controlled-access 
file storage. The PCs are connected to 
the Unix servers by means of SAMBA 
Ot a commercial equivalent. Large 
sc~ le transaction processing is done on 
the corporate mainframes. Big time de
cision support systems would be run 
on a Terradata box_ The only PCs in 
use would be portables, which would 
be used in situations where network 

connectivity was impractical. 
Why use such a system? First of 

all it is simple to support. You no 
longer have to worry about supporting 
a user desktop such as Windows 3.1 
or Windows 95. Software licenSing be
comes easier because all software li
censing is done on the servers. The X
terminals and NC workstations do not 
become obsolete because they are 
merely viewing stations, not comput
ing stations. The proven reliability 
and expandability of the Unix file 
servers make them the best choice for 
file storage. A product data manage
ment system can be used to control ac
cess to critical data on the file servers. 
One continues transaction processing 
on the mainframes because that is 
what they do best. If you wonder why 
I suggest using a Terradata box for de
cision support, just ask Wal-Mart. 

How does DG play in my pro
posed architecture? DG has excellent 
high-end Symmetric Multiprocessing 
(SMP) boxes. These machines make 
high-end Unix file servers. For really 
large decision support systems, one 
still needs a massively parallel proces
sor architecture. SMP systems simply 
do not have the horsepower for very 

large decision support applications. 
Intel-based DG machines are an excel
lent choice for use as a Windows NT 
applications server especially if they 
are running NCD WinCenter Pro. 

If there is a weakness in DG's net
work computer strategy it is that cer
tain key software packages are not sup
ported on DG/UX. To the best of my 
knowledge, Netscape Commerce Serv
er and Lotus Notes are not supported 
under DG/UX. Also, most of the major 
product data management software 
packages do not run under DG/UX. 

There is no doubt that DG has the 
hardware that can act as a large remote 
database or data repository. The ques
tion is whether the software to support 
this functionality will run under 
DG/UX or will this capability only be 
available under Windows NT running 
on an Intel-based DG server. I:!. 

David Novy is a technical computer 
specialist with 3M in St. Paul, Min
nesota. A longtime NADCUC member, 
he is past chairman of the AOS/VS 
special interest group, and current 
chairman of ADCUC's SIC/UX. 
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Continued from page 21 

of a fast wide differential SCSI con
nection of 20MB per second, the new 
Fiber Channel Arbitrated Loop tech
nology is speced at 100MB per sec
ond. We're working very aggressively 
to develop products based on that 
technology-basically a new family of 
Clariion subsystems. We're 

that whole stream of programming 
and information you see look very 
seamless. The screen doesn 't go black 
on you in between clips. When you're 
into these high production broadcast 
kinds of systems, these people are 
looking for very high availability sys-

J 

the larger DC corporation . Is your 
marketing strategy unique? 

Gibbs: One of the things we do at 
Clariion is to ensure that our relation
ship with our OEMs is clean and free 
of channel conflicts so that our OEMs 

don ' t see us as potentially 
working very closely with our 
current distribution partners, 
OEMs and private labelers, to 
make sure that the design and 
the integration of that product 
are aggressively postured as 
well. 

DG FOCUS : Obviously, the 
market is responding very 
well to your products. Have 
there been demands from 
users that are driving some of 
the changes? 

There are some new vertical market 
opportunities ,rhqt.are. Presenting 

themselves related to high bandwidth 
applications such as video-an-demand. 

competing with them in the 
marketplace. 

We, Clariion , treat DG 
very much like an OEM. 
There's a completely sepa
rate management team, and, 
in fact, a completely sepa
rate facility, and we run our 
business and our relation-

Gibbs: The interesting thing is that 
there are some new vertical market 
opportunities that are presenting 
themselves related to high bandwidth 
applications such as video-on-de
mand. In working within the industry 
we obviously meet with a lot of differ
ent people on a regular basis trying to 
understand the market opportunities 
and customer needs and require
ments-making sure that we do the 
appropriate things in the evolution of 
our product and technology to make 
Clariion a good solution. 

We 've just done some work with 
our current product line to provide 
what I would call a high availability 
solution for the video-on-demand 
market. A lot of people would say 
video is not really a mission-critical 
application. It 's not like we're going 
to crash airplanes or derail trains if 
the system fails or gets corrupted in 
some fashion. But , interestingly 
enough, when you look at video-on
demand, there's a huge amount of in
frastructure and investment involved 
in broadcast video in what you see on 
your cable or network television . 
There's a huge amount of technology 
behind that which basically makes 
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tems because they don 't want the risk 
of blackouts to be caused by the stor
age subsystems that they use to store 
and serve this video information. Be
cause of Clariion 's deSign , which has 
been very much focused on data in
tegrity and high availability , we have 
some interesting opportunities in that 
market that we had not anticipated. 

With other multimedia applica
tions like you would typically find on 
Internet web sites , where you 're actu
ally storing not just alphanumeriC 
business type information but video 
and audio you need very fast , very 
high performance, very reliable disk 
subsystems. The capacity require
ments are growing in leaps and 
bounds. A year or two ago we used to 
talk about data in terms of megabytes 
and now we're talking in terms of gi
gabytes and terabytes. We need to 
make sure from a Clariion perspective 
that our products can provide the 
growth path and scalability-the abil ~ 
ity to grow capacity and performanc~ 
seamlessly without a lot of forklift up
grades. These are important product 
features for us. 

DGFOCUS: Clariion almost seems to 
have its own identity, separate from 

ship with DG on a very dis
creet basis so there's no op
portunity for anyone to do 
anything which would po
tentially cause us channel 

conflict externally. We manage that 
well. Evidence of that is our ability to 
continue to sign up very strategic 
OEMs. One in particular is Sequent, 
who is actually the closest competitor 
to Data General in terms of the archi
tecture of the server environments
the Intel-based NUMA architecture. 
We've been able to be a good partner 
both with our external OEMs and 
with Data General to avoid any im
propriety or perception of impropri
ety in terms of the way we do busi
ness. We don ' t favor one over the 
other. That keeps us from being per
ceived as an unfair player in the in
dustry , and that keeps our business 
relationships very clean and very pro
ductive . It has worked well for us. 

DG FOCUS: Is there a chance that 
Clariion would be separated off as a 
separate corporation? 

Gibbs: There ' s no reason wh we 
would expect that to happen. We re a 
business unit of Data General and we 
have about as much autonomy as we 
need to be effective running our busi
ness. Our business is a different busi
ness model than most of the rest of 
Data General. 

Continued on page 40 



DG/Open Migrations: Success Guaranteed! 

.~At 
DATA CORPORATION 

The Cold Chain is a billion-rand frozen and chilled 
foods distributor based in South Africa. After several 

years on MY/Family systems. The Cold Chain elected to 
migrate their critical Coldnet application to Open Systems. 
With over a million lines of COBOL source code and sev

eral hundred COCS 4GL modules at stake. the entire distribution system had 

to be moved in unison. 

"We looked for a solution that would preserve our substantial investments in Coldnet. Our 
objective was to replace our centralized MY operation with networked UNIX servers in fourteen 
strategic distribution points across the country." 

"The conversion results are amazing. Because we reused our existing terminals and the look 
and feel of the converted programs is identical. we were able to roll-out the system to all 14 
distribution centers at a rate of 2 per week . The staff required no retraining and were up and 
running immediately." 

"Cold net runs faster than we ever dreamed possible. We were able to benchmark critical appli
cation modules on 3 different platforms before choosing the hardware. We have gone on to 
implement a data warehousing strategy and the post-conversion support has been excellent." 

--Rufus lace, Manager, Strategic Systems 

AO'SIV$ COBOUICOBOUIN,PQ$1rI UNIX 



From Novas to Aviions-
BL Trading has it all 

Since 1988, BL Trading, Inc. has been buying and elling Data 
General hardware. We wear many hats and in doing so, our cus
tomers refer to us as re ellers, brokers, or dealers. However you 

categorize us, the benefits we provide to you, the DC user, are evident: 
• We help maintain the value of your existing DG hardware by 
creating a competitive marketplace for its resale. 
• We help lower your costs on new and add-on-hardware by pro
viding pricing that is competitive with Data General. 
• We inform you of the latest in DG compatibles and offer alter
natives that are faster and less expensive than DG hardware. 
(SCIP, DataSouth, Strobe Data, Ct C rCP/IP). 
• We are small enough to be attentive and responsive to your 
needs, providing emergency services and support. 

In an environment where your substantial investment in hardware, 
software and training locks you into one particular platform, it is 
rewarding to know BL Trading is there to provide marketplace compe
tition which results in a better deal for you the DC u er. 

MONTHLY SPKIIAlS 
7019 32MB MEM AV43/46 ..................................... $1 ,400 
7014 16MB SIMM AV3/4 ..... ....... .... ........................... $800 
7425L VTC ....................... .... .. ........................ .. ....... $1 ,600 
14" .28 VGA NEW ...................................................... $180 
14" VGA USED ........... .. ............. .. ..... .. .. .. ......... .. .. .. ..... $110 
15" VGA USED ......... .. .. ................... ........................... $200 
1 T' USED .............. ........ ............................... .. .. .. ..... .. . $300 
TERMSERVERS ..... ...... ...................... .......... .. .. .. ..... STOCK 
DG 6425 PRINTER ...... .... ............ .. .. .. .. .................... ... $900 
DATASOUTH PRINTERS ..... .. ... ............. .. ......... ... ... .. STOCK 
AVIION 6240, 192MB .... .. .... .. .................... .... .. ..... $14,000 
AV4625 96MB ......... ... ....... .... .... .... ........ ... ............ ... $7,500 
AV530 32MB, 19" COLOR ........ .... ..................... .. ... $3,500 
AV85/95 .............. ..... ... ............ ..... .. ............... ... AVAILABLE 
CLARIION 214GB DISK .. ...... .. .......... .. ................... ... STOCK 
6841 2GB DISK .... .. .... .. .......................................... $1 ,000 
6588 SCSI 6200 TAPE ......... .. ....... .. .. .. ..... .... .. .. ....... $3,400 
6885 8G 4MM OAT ... .... ........ ... .... .. .. ... ...... ...... ..... ...... $900 
7419 VDC-16 .. ..... ...... .. ..... ............ .. ... ...... .... .... ......... . $700 
7420 VDC-8 .... ..... .... ..... .... ................ .. ..... .................. $300 
3 COM CS3000 48 PORT (NEW) .... .. .... .... ...... .... .... $2,750 
DG TERMINALS .... ......... .. ..... WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD! 

See our full price list on the Internet at: 
http://www.bltrading.com 

E-mail: blass~bltrading.com 
or call 1617) 982-9664 

TRADING Fax: 1617) 871-4456 
---=:;--------"~~:..;.;.:-==-- 145 Webster Street. Suite A 

Hanover; MA 02339 

CL A RIIO 
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DGFOCUS: What's different about how the Ciariion Busi
ness Unit runs its business? 

Gibbs: We sell storage and Data General sells computers. 
But even below that level , we're very much an OEM and 
indirect channel business, whereas Data General , although 
things are evolving in real time, has a fairl y sizable direct 
end-user sales force and has developed a particular busi
ness style , a business model , that is built upon being in the 
computer business not in the server/storage/OEM business. 
Our business infrastructure is very different; The kind of 
fulfillment we do for our customers is different. We don 't 
sell to end-users, which is another conscious decision on 
our part not to compete with our channels. 

DGFOCUS: Wh ere do you see the storage business headed? 

Gibbs: Storage is becoming a much more strategic compo
nent of computing. The investment in the amount of stor
age and its dollar value as a percentage of a computer sys
tem, at least in the Unix business, is easily 35-55% of the 
total cost of the overall system. And, in some cases, where 
you ' re dealing with very 
unique applications types 
like large data warehousing 
and decision support sys
tems, storage can be 50-70% 
of the cost of the entire sys
tem. The information that is 
being stored on the disks is 
very much a business and 
competitive asset that peo
ple are using to be more ef
ficient and competitive in 
whatever industry they ' re 
in. As a result, there's a lot 

Some of our larger 
customers are talking 
about not just one or 

two or three terabytes 
of storage, but tens 

of terabytes. 

more focus on storage, almost like a "tail wagging the dog" 
phenomena in the industry. There 's also interest in the 
ability to have storage which is what I call migratory in the 
sense that it can be reconnected or reapplied to different 
kinds of servers and different kinds of applications to be 
more efficient in managing all of the storage and protecting 
the investment longer term. 

So , in the last two years , there 's been a lot of new 
thinking around the storage phenomenon as it becomes 
more of the center of the universe. Computers are getting 
smaller and cheaper per pound or per MIP or per user. And 
although storage has been following that same technology 
curve in terms of getting faster and cheaper and smaller per 
unit , people are using so much more of it that the invest
ment is becoming very significant. We 've been involved in 
some multi-terabyte data warehousing type applications 
and test to scale activities over the last six months. Some of 
our larger customers are talking about not just one or two 
or three terabytes of storage in terms of their design goal , 
but tens of terabytes. It's getting pretty bizarre! ~ 
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CUI, Client/Server & Object-Oriented, Today 
A programmer Calls His Dog. Without starting Overl 

With COBOL 

IDEN'l'IPICATION DIVISION. 
PROGRAM- ID. CALLDOG. 
ENVIRONHEN'l' DIVISION. 
SELBCT ANIMALS 

ORGANIZATION IS INDEX1!D 
ACCESS IS DYNAMIC 
ItI!Y IS ANlMAL-TYPB 
ASSIGN TO BEASTS. 

DATA DIVISION . 
PD ANIMALS 

RBCORD CON'l'AINS 16 
CHARACTBRS 
DATA RBCORD IS ANlMAL-RBC 

01 ANIMAL-RBC 
03 ANIMAL-TYPE PIC X(8) 
03 ANlMAL-NAIIE PIC X(8) 

PROCBDURE DIVISION 
START. 

OPBN INPUT ANIMALS 
MOV!! 'DOG' TO ANIMAL-TYPE. 
RBAD ANIMALS INVALID KBY 
DISPLAY • BAD ANIMAL' 

LIN!! 10 POB 1 
CALL-SPOT. 

DISPLAY 'HBRB' LIN!! 10 POS 1 
DISPLAY ANlMAL-NAIIE HIGH 

LIN!! 10 POS 16 
CLOSB ANIMALS 

With System Z 

This ad, first published in 1986, whimsically illustrates the dramatic 
difference between an older language like COBOL and System Z. 

, 4CL Benefits start the Day You Install 

.. Automatically move your COBOL 
applications to GUI, Client/Server & 

Object Oriented 4GL in one step! 

.. Give you 4GL benefits the first day! 

.. Solve the IIYear 200011 problem! 

.. Give you relational access of your 
COBOL data via ZQL! 

.. Give you the performance of a 3GL, 
because it is a compiled 4GL. 

Cross-Platform Deployment 

.. One set of code for Unix, Windows, 
VMS, AOS/VS and DOS 

And Now For the Really eood News ... 
What you keep: With System Z , you keep your investment in programs and programmers. Z supports all COBOL data types 
(even level 88 datanames), and Z menus can intermix Z and COBOL programs. You can even call Z prog rams from your COBOL 
menus . Bottom line, if you are a COBOL shop looking for a 4GL, System Z is your perfect fit . It's simply not necessary to throwaway 

your COBOL. Drop major chunks 
of it right into System Z programs. 
And with the TranZform conver
sion toolkit you can migrate whole 
COBOL programs directly into a 

I System Z ........ 

G I 4GL environment. 

What you get: With System 
Z , as the chart shows, you get the 
best features of COBOL and other 
4GLs and none of the drawbacks . 

And more: System Z programs 
are ready for the year 2000. Moving 
to System Z is much easier than 
"fixing" your existing programs! 

.. Data Dictionary driven 

.. Leap to Client/Server 

.. The Migration Option 

.. Cross-platform Deploy-
ment ......... 

COB 
Cons 

New development 
takes too long 

~for 
end users 

Llmlt~g a!:;!:;~~s to 
new technologies 
and databases 

MSllnt~nan!:;~ takes 
too long 

l::!aIQ to add help 
and selection lists 

So, Why Wait? System Z: 

DL 
Pros 

Easy to find 
programmers 

Ee[fo[ mance Is good 

Preserves 
Investment 
In current code 

CompSlti!;1le with 
current data 

Flexible enough 
to code just 
about anything 

Business Rules, Client/ Server, GUI, Object Oriented 
and "Year 2000" Ready. NO one else has it all! 

........ 

Typic al4CL 
Pros Cons 

Develop code up High investment 
t o 10 t imes faster just to get started 

Less code, less Long time before 
maintenance first results 

Data access w ith progrSlmm~r~ are 
end user tools expensive and 

hard to find 
operators more 
productive with can't Slccess current 
good Interface data 

Access to RDBMS Performance may 
and cl ient/server be unacceptable 

Zortec International 
132 1 Murfreesboro Road 

ashville, Tennessee 372 17 
E-mail: sales@z.zorrec.com 

1-800-36 1-7005 Pax: 6 15-36 1-3800 



WliON 
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You don't have to compromise 
on performance or your budget 
with SCIP memory upgrades. 

We have designed and manufac
tured memory reliably since 
1985. We take the fat out of 
overhead and bring you the best 
DG compatible memory possible. 

AViiON 
SERVERS AND 

WORKSTATIONS 
PLUS 

MVSYSTEMS 
Bottom line ... 

,/ a fraction of the cost 
,/ 100% compatible 
,/ lifetime warranty 
,/ 24 hour exchange 
,/ trial evaluation 

... so give us a call or contact 
your Dealer for value .... 

(310) 282-8700 
FAX (310)839-4464 

SCIP 
441 S. Beverly Dr. #2 

Beverly Hills, CA 90212 

OPERATI 

Continued from page 27 

tions see it as a Single system. 
"In the clu tering space, we'll be 

bringing out a SCSI hub that allow 
clusters to be wired much more effi
ciently, to 100 en ome of the C I 
length restrictions and allow better ser
viceability in the cluster itself," said 
Strom. "There is some new technology 
coming out in the realm of ATM. Fibre 
channel is another torage technology 
that is coming out, and we'll be sup
porting the Clariion group' new Fibre 
channel disk array products. We have 
much more coming from a hardware 
point of view, and it' all coming a lot 
faster." 

"In the future what we're going to 
do i look to add value and enhance
ments outside of the operating y tem 
code itself, because if we do that we 
can make it applicable to all three of 
the platforms," sai d Strom. "People 
ask me, 'How are you going to add 
va lue in this space? You're going to 
shrinkwrap operating systems, you're 
going to hardware that you're not 

building yourself. ' The be t an wer is 
to look at Clariion. It has a standard 
fa t wide SC I interface to it that is 
supported by most operating y tem , 
and is built out of standard commodity 
components. We've been able to add 
quite a bit of value to that space, and 
that's the model we 're looking for in 
the A viion and in the operating system 
arenas. 

"We're going to be working very 
heavily with database tuning, a well 
as tuning the software itself for 
NUMA," aid trom. "We will be work
ing with all the database partners, get
ting them to take advantage of NUMA 
performance. There's a whole range of 
Internet solutions and s curity add-on 
that will be rolling out. I'm inundated 
by Internet and security third parties 
that want to bring their products out on 
our platform. We've got to go through 
that and pick the right pieces that make 
the most sense and can leverage what 
we 're doing. I've got a lot of work to 
do." 

SYSTEMS • SUPPORT 
• COMPUTER SERVICES, INC. 

Broaden your Horizons. We at Vista Systems have! 

• Bilingual Services 
• 24-Hour Technical Support 

• Over 20 Years Data General Experience 
• Full Line of PC Products HP, IBM, Compaq, DEC 

• HP, IBM, DG Unix Systems 
• Compatible Disk & Memory Upgrades 

• LANIWAN Connectivity to Mini-Main Frames 
• Specialist in DG Connectivity 

1E~[p)~Wlld~Wll~ ~(Q) Wll®W ~(Q)W~~(Q)Wll~ W~~~® ~®®[p)~Wll~ 

~~~® (Q)~ W(Q)~W ~~~~W® Wll®®d~ D D D D 
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.Decisions, Decisions 
No problem with the oldest, most tru ted ystems integrator 

MV60000 HA2 ................................................................ SAVES 
MV 15000. 20000. 25000 and 30000 systems .................... (011 

MV40000 All Models ........................................................... (011 

MV30000 Modell . and MOD 2.3.4 upgrades ...................... (011 
MV9500 and MV9600 Systems ............................................ (011 

AViiON 100.300. 400. 530 Any configurotion ....................... (oll 
AViiON 3200. 4000. 4100. 410 Any configurotion ................ (oll 
AViiON 4300. 4600. 4625. 450 Any configurotion ................ (oll 
AViiON 4500. 5500. 5225+. 6240 Any configuration ........... (011 

AViiON 8500. 9500 Any configurotionz ................................ (011 

AViiON Intel based systems AV2000. AV3000. 
AV4700. AV5800 ................................................... ... ........ (011 

THOUSANDS Of PAm fOR DG II STOCIC fOR s.w DAY 5ttmtG 

PROCESSOR OPTIONS 
- ---" 

7033 2nd Processor AV5500 ................................................ (011 

7037 32MB Memory AV85/9500 ......................................... (01l 

7038 8·Slot Memory (ontroller ............................................ (011 

7039 128MB Memory AV85/9500 ....................................... (01l 

7049 Dual Processor For AV85/ 9500 ................................... (011 

7050 Quod Processor For AV85/ 9500 .................................. (011 

7411 VA(·16 16·line Async (ont ........................................ .coll 
7418 VOA·255 Oist. duster.. ............................................ .... (all 
7419 VO(·16 duster Box ..................................................... (011 

7430 S(SI 2 Host Adopter. ...... ............................................. (011 

7435 SCSI 2 Host Adopter. ... ................................................ Coll 
7429·l VME Ethernet Controller .............................. ............. Coll 
7440 VOC·16 duster Box ..................................................... Coll 

7442 SC51 Terminal Server. .................................................. (011 

All Termserver and Transceivers ............................................ (all 
46231AC·24 with TC8·24 ......................... ........................... 975 
4532·A IlC ................................................................. ..... 1.400 
45861TC·128 Terminal Controller ........ ............................. 3.200 

DISK STORAGE UNITS _---' 

Cloriion Disk Arrays .................................... ........................ Coll 
Optical Jukeboxes HP and others ........................................ Coll 
79000·H 500MB ~isk for Cloriion ........................................ (011 

79001 ·H 1 GB Disk for Cloriion ............................................ .coll 
79002.H 2GB ~isk for Cloriion ............................................. Call 
79010·H 1 GB Disk for Cloriion .............................. ............... Call 
79011 ·H 2GB ~isk for Cloriion ............................................. Call 
79012·H 4GB Disk for doriion ............................................. CoII 
G 6BB5 2GB 4mm 3.5" OAT ................................................. CoII 
G 6760 10GB 8mm Tope .................................................... .coII 
G 61005 1 GB Rxed Disk ............................................... ...... (all 
G 61006 2GB Fixed ~isk ............................................ ... ..... .coII 
All MV & AV ~isks & Subsystems ........................................... (all 

TERMINALS 

6166·X 0410 Monitor with keyboard ................................. 120 
6391 ·X 0214 Monitor with keyboard ................................. 140 
6951 0218 Monitor with keyboord ...................................... 595 
6944 01200i Monitor with keyboord .................................. .3B5 
6945 01600i Monitor with keyboord ................................... 450 
6392·X 0215 Monitor with keyboard ......... ........................ 145 
6393·X 0411 Monitor with keyboard ................................. 150 

Making a decision 
on wh re to pur, 

cha e your next comput, 

r hardware can be a 

tim con uming and 
complicated pr cedure. 
But at Int mational 

omputing, our knowl
edgable and helpful taff 
and everyday I w pric 
on Data G n ral y tem 
and peripheral can 

mak your deci i n mak
ing pr ce much ea ier. 

o be~ r you d cid 
on that n xt maj r c m

puter purcha ,give u a 
call. You'll be glad you 

did. 

6394·X 0461 Monitor with keyboard ................................. 190 
6500 0216 Monitor with keyboard .................................... 150 
65670412 + Monitor with keyboard ................................. 295 
6683·X 0413 Monitor with keyboard ................................. 325 
6568 0462 + Monitor with keyboard ................................. 375 
6693G·X 01400i Monitor with keyboard ............................ 285 
Wyse. Sherwood link. OE~ HP, Tektroniz. 

& Zenith Terminals ........................................................ .coll 

TAPES 

6026 800/1600 BPI Brown. FCC compliant ........................ 550 
6341 ·A 1600 BPI Streaming Tope (SCSI) ............................ 900 
6299/63001600/6250 BPI .............................................. 950 
65B6/6587 Galaxy Tope (SCSI) ...................................... 2.900 
6760 10GB 8MM ................................................................ Coll 
6590M 2GB Subsystem (SCSI) ......................................... 1.100 
6588/6589 6250BPI Tope (SCSI) ..................... ................... Coll 

PRINTERS 

Genicom • Data Products • Data South • Monnesmon Tolly 

MEMORIES 

Data General and Third party memories available for all systems 

'---_COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 

3 COM • Cobletron • Kingston • US Robotics • Data Race 

WE ALSO BUY DG EQUIPMENT 

P.O. Box 343 Hopkins, MN 55343 • 1-800-522-ICSC (4272) 612/935-8112 • FAX 612/935-2580 
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organization. Second, with rapid ad
vances in technology, today's market 
leaders are tomorrow's also-rans. Why 
get tied into proprietary APls when 
you don't have to? Third, many large 
organizations with different divisions 
and subsidiaries cannot easily share 
information. Here again, ODBC can fa
cilitate data access with very little ef
fort. But what about performance, you 
say? Aren't native APls optimized for 
the database with an inherent advan
tage in performance? Not necessarily. 

Performance 
ODBC suffers from an image of 

poor performance as a vestige from its 
early days. ODBC has matured over 
the past several years, and now offers 
performance that is equal to or ex
ceeding native APls. As published in 
the October, 1995 issue of Computing 
News fr Review, Resource Group, Inc., 
of Carlsbad, Calif., conducted bench
mark tests on Oracle 7, Informix 5, 
and Sybase System 10 using Inter
solv's ODBC drivers. The test used 
APIbench, which is a set of standard
ized tests using identical SQL queries 
on identical data. Tests were conduct
ed on Intel systems, RISC processors, 
NetWare, Windows, OS/2, and Sun 
Solaris. ODBC drivers outperformed 
native APIs on 17 out of 29 tests. On 
eight of 17 tests, ODBC was more than 
10% faster. Of the 12 tests where na
tive APIs were the winner, only two 
were more than 10% faster. And, be
cause vendors are shifting from pro
prietary APIs to ODBC driver support, 
performance continues to improve. 
With greater independence, more op
tions , and generally better overall per
formance, it doesn 't take an Einstein 
to see the possibilities. 

Implementation 
DG ICOBOL users will have the 

easiest time implementing a relational 
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database with ODBC. Because Wild 
Hare 's products are 100% ICOBOL 
source and binary compatible through 
DG version 1. 71, there are no code 
conversions or application changes . 
And , there are no code changes re
quired to access the ODBC personality 
module. Thus, the only effort required 
is designing and implementing the re
lational database and setting up the 
mapper to facilitate I/O translation. 

VS COBOLIINFOS users will ex
pend somewhat more effort, although 
most of the effort will be in escaping 
the gravitational force of the propri
etary VS COBOL and INFOS black 
hole. We offer products and services 
to perform this migration where ODBC 
can be implemented. Even though 
program changes may be required, the 
effort and cost is substantially less 
than re-engineering while delivering 
many additional benefits. It also re
sults in both hardware vendor and 
database vendor independence. 

Best of all, perhaps, Wild Hare's 
implementation of ODBC allows si
multaneous access to RDBMSs and 
legacy ISAM files. Thus , migration 
can be taken in manageable portions. 
Indeed, if certain data files are opera
tional in nature, it may be desirable to 
leave access in simple, high perfor
mance ISAM files while moving infor
mational data groups to the relational 
database. That's the magic of ODBC: 
lots of options, manageability, perfor
mance , and independence . Which 
leaves only one really big question: 
what were Einstein's papers doing in 
an elderly woman's attic? 6 

Phil Goodwin is general manager of 
Wild Hare Computer Systems, Inc. , in 
Boulder, Colorado. Wild Hare offers 
DC COBOL migration consulting ser
vices , phone 303 / 530-2221 or fax 
303/530-9637. © 1996 



CONSIDERING UNIX I? I? 
THEN CONSIDER THIS 1111 

• Scott Mcintyre & Associates can now offer you and your company a complete migration 
from your MV System to a UNIX based system including the Hewlett-Packard HP 9000! 

• Scott Mcintyre & Associates now has an AOS/VS & UNIX software specialist for 
complete consulting and migration services for you and your company! 

• Scott Mcintyre & Associates can now offer you a very cost effective UNIX solution, 
with the HP 9000 Product Line, whether your company has 2 or 2000+ users! 

To learn more on how Scott Mcintyre & Associates can save you and your company money on 
your migration to UNIX, call today! Visit us at Booth #322 in Phoenix, AZ, September 9th and 
10th, during NADGUG for a personal demonstration on the HP 9000 system or to see the com
plete line of Systech Corporation communication products for your AViiON systems. While vis
iting us at our booth, meet the Phoenix Cardinals Cheerleaders!!! You can pick up an entry form 
for Scott Mcintyre & Associates' Superbowl XXXI contest, in which you could win $1,000 cash 
and 2 Superbowl tickets. Plus you can get an autographed poster of the Phoenix Cardinal 
Cheerleaders and your own personalized photograph. 

12710'1 HEWLETT 
~PACKARO 

(,haml('\ 
Partner 

and ASSOCiates, Inc. 

SYSTECH 
( () R P () R .\ T I 0 \ 

Power jor YOllr lIetworklllg jlllllre 

IICALL TODAY, TOLL FREE!" 
800·489·7177 

VISA 

Internet email address .. smadg@aol.com .. 
P.O. Box 82115 • Rochester, HI 48308-2115 
Fax (810) 299-0041 or Phone (810) 299-0040 II 



RAL 
PARK PLACE INTERNATIONAL 
Your Computer Hardware Specialist! 

Where our only focus i s on 

Data General Equipment 

Park Place International is your 
link to many special services: 

30 Day Money Back Guarantee 

Quotes & Appraisals Within 24 Hrs 

Monthly Market Watch Updates 

Personal Hardware Consultant 

24 Hour Technical Support 

Upgrades that reduce maintenance 

& speed up your processor 

Ask about our large instock selection of 

A V liON & C LA R liON equipment! 

(Call for your free buyers guide) please visit our web site at : 

2 1 6 . 2 4 7 . 2 6 5 0 http ://www.parkplaceintl.com 

800.931.3366 
f a x 216.247.2604 

or e -mail us at: 

dg@parkplaceintl .com 


